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AIERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION 
Supplemental Report to the 1982 House of Delegates 
Conniss1on on Human Rights 
Goals 1982-1984 
1. To advance the profession of nursing 
a. Assist the association in the implementation of the 
B.S.N. scholarship program 
b. Respond to d1scr1minat1on cases as they relate to the 
freedom to practice nursing 
c. Facilitate the process for increasing the numbers of 
culturally and ethnically different nurses in ANA. and 
their representation at all levels as elected and 
appointed officfals 
d. Continuing to support the increase 1n the accessibility 
and ava11ab1lity of nursing education programs which 
increase the numbers of doctorally prepared, culturally 
and ethnically different persons 
e. Provide support for strengthening existing nursing 
education programs which largely serve ethnic persons 
of color 
2. Expand the sociopo11tical influence of the profession at all 
levels which impacts upon the quality of life and health of 
all persons. especially special population groups 
a. Develop formal mechanisms for the interface between ANA 
and other nursing organizations to promote the goals of 
affirmative action programs 
b. tt,n1tor the recomnendat1ons among the structural units 
of ANA to assure continuous attention to human rights 
concerns.and policy and program development 
c. Continue to monitor the level of part1c1pat1on of 
nurses w1th1n the association and constituent 
associations 
d. Continue to recognize the structural unit and constituency 
w1tb1n ANA which have demonstrated the greatest achievement 
1n aff1rmat1ve action prograR1111ng 
4'1~ ~,,:'. .. · 
<Develop a fonnal mechanf sm to interfac~ with .the . 
Nurses• Coaltt1on :forAct1on 1n Politics 1n responding 
toleg1slat1on at all levels of government which impacts 
onethn1c persons of color and the culturally different 
.Revtsfon and d1ssemfnat1on of the b1bl1ography on health 
·care relevant to special population groups 
Revfew the literature 
b. Monitor proceedings from ANA. the National League for 
Nursing. and other health-related conferences · 
.c. Compile the findings 
d. Disseminate to all structural units. constituent 
assoc1at1ons. and other health-related groups· 
CDT:sb 
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.. ANBRICAH fflJRSES I . ASSOCIATION 
· Cabinet on Bullan Rights 
Subcomitteeon Affirmative Action 
Wovember 30-Decellber 1, 198~ 
Sunaary of Meeting 
CABINET ON HUMAN RIGHTS 
JANUARY 16-18, 1985 
AGENDA ITEM 3.2.1 
ATTACHMENT 1 
TAB N(). 15 
Lulu 11highaa-Marabl.e served as chairperson of the Subcommittee on Affirmative 
Action which aet BoV'elllber 30-December 1, 1984. Members were Betty Mitsunaga 
and Bllen Morphy. Staff present were Lyndall D. Eddy (November 30) and 
Catherine Poster (DeceDlber 1). 
The coalittee re'lievec:1 its charge which was to: 
1. Beview the publication Affirmative Action Programming for the 
Profession 
2. Consider revisions in light of the 1984 Bouse of Delegates report on 
ec.dtment and Action on Buman Rights 
3. Bring back recoaaendations to the Cabinet on HU11an Rights at its 
January 16-18, 1985, meeting. 
The cmllittee 0011pleted its charge and prepared the attached report. 
f 
Report of ,:luJ:>coMi t:.tee ca Affimtive Action. 
Prograaaing 
!he Cabinet an Buman Rights charged the ~nb(:wgt ttee 011 Affinlative Action 
Programing.· toa 
1~ Review the publication Affimtive Action Prograaaiag for the 
Profession 
2. Consider revisions in light of the 1984 Bouse of Delegates report 
3. Bring back recoaaendations to the Cabinet OD Buman Rights at its January 
1985 meeting. 
A number of documents served as the basis for the recc endations 112lde. ~se 
are listed in Attachment A. 
The snbcommi ttee offers the following reo encJations to the Cabinet on Bmaan 
Rights: 
1. 'l'bat the cabinet retain the publication Affinative Action PrograJMipg 
for the Rursing Profession. 
On reviewing the docuaentl, the Fbcownittee concladed that the content 
co~tinues to be pertinent. The affiraati'{e action a:>del provides 
guidelines that are relevant to current and potential efforts of SBAs. 
Bo revision ls indicated. Instead, a c:capan1on docullent is re« ended 
which mre directly addresses implementation of prograaatic activities. 
(See belov.) .~t:-.r; · :_ :c ,-/. 
2. That the cabinet evaluate the effectiveness of ARA'a Affuaative Action 
Programaiog. 
Evaluation of the organization's affiraative actionprogra activities 
needs to be done for pw:poses of policy develnpwent ana future activities 
(lnnedlate ana long-range) of the Cabinet OD Buaan Rights. The data 
bases that will need to be reviewed are: 
2.1 currently available data 
2.1.1 . Beviev the 1984 ma survey and previou.s surveys, if 
available for c,aapuisona between 1976, 1980, and 1984. 
ft.e survey instrment should also be reviewed to deteadne 
if other questiaaa WDUlc1 be useful for the.1985 auney. 
f J 
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2.1.2 
2.1.4 
Review membership characteristics, total and state by 
state: race, race by position, race by age group, race by 
age group by position, race by deletions,. race by 
deletions by position. These data should be compared, if 
possible, between 1976, 1980, and 1984. 
Review the ethnic CIOlp)sit:ion of the following AHA 
str11etural units: Board of Directors, canmissions/ 
Cabinets, Executive ec.aittees of Councils, and Standing 
Ccaaittees of the Board of Directors. '?hese data should 
be COllpared between 1976, 1980, 1984, using biennial 
convention reports as sources. 
Review the mmber and positions of minorities employed by 
AIIIA. (These data . are collected and filed by the Buman 
Resources Unit. Oversight responsibility rests with the 
Executive Director and the Bluployee Relations Committee of 
the Board of Directors.) . . _ . . ., , 
• I .,. / _; / • •,' 
. ? i:.. l· ) . . • t { . :../ ;J ·- ( L .. ••. ; .. : /;:.. ~· ;;; • __ : : .. 
2.2 A larger data 'ba.se will need to be acquired. Possible sources of 
available data should be explored. Where sources do not exist, the 
data will need to be generated through a proposal process seeking 
funding. '1'be data needed are: recruitment, retention, and 
· - graduation of minority students (some data are available in RLN 
Horsing Data Book)1 recruitment and retention of minority nurse 
employees (American Hospital Association?)r minority nurses in 
leadership positions in hea1th care agencies (AHA?)r minority nurses 
in faculty positions on tenure track, utilization of health services 
by ethnic/cultural/SBS minority clients in relation to ethnicity of 
health care providers in agencies (literature review),·and minority 
nurses holding office in SNAs in 1976, 1980, and 1984. 
3. ~t the cabinet develop a policy statement on human rights, including 
what human rights enc:011l>89ses. 
4. 
This should result in a brochure an human rights. 
~t the cabinet develop a companion document.to AHA Affirmative Act19n 
Programing directed to the hcw-to's of imPlementing program activities •. 
4.1 lleviev currently available data and develop any indicated policy 
statement. 
-=II= '1fh 
·~~t .. 
-- , 
• • 
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6. That the cabinet provide consultation to SNAs. 
• • "I 
A positive, proactive approach should be instituted in relationships with 
SNAs concerning affir11ative action prograaaing. services should be 
offered by cabinet lleabers, each o_f whom would be .obligated to assist a 
certain set of mas. .U c.i - _. _1. ~: .• 
J,.,, ) . ' . . . . . . . . . - ' '.. !. . 
7 That the oaWnet provide for biennial asseSS11ent of SRA Affirmative 
Action Programa.iQg. 
1--· 
. , ·--., '?his llight be accoap1ished by exploring the incorporation of cabinet-
identified questions into the annual SRA survey to ascertain 
effectiveness of affirmative action prograllling. If this is not 
5.i> ·'~ possible, a biennial assessment with an appropriate, revised survey 
format 11ight be instituted. 
'l'hat the cabinet assess the relationship between ANA and the Bationa1 
Black Nurses Association and ARA and the Federation of Filipino Burses in 
the U.S • -¥~-' 
~l ,_..,..,.., 
.£Vt, f/J 
c~'-~' The cabinet should assess the effects, if any, of these two 
organizations' membership size on the decrease in Black and Pilipino 
nurse membership in ANA, respectively, and deteraine approaches to 
fostering collaborative relationships with same. 
9. That the cabinet consider the following additional recaiaendations 
9.1 That Conteg,orary Minority Leaders in Nursing may serve as a 
source for students as well as SNAs. Proa>tional efforts, however, 
are not indicated without clarifying the lack of systematic 
identification and selection of representative minority leaders. 
9.2 That the cabinet retire the one-page statement on Affirmative 
Action printed in 1979. 'l'he statements are contained in 
Affirmative Action Prograaling. Out of context, the statements 
are weakened in significance. 
-i 9. 3 That the cabinet should issue a call for papers on ac-cess to ca:e 
for publication irrespective of the forthCOlling decision an the 
request for a conference submitted by the Cabinet on Hmaan Rights. 
·Reference· J>ocuNnts 
for the 
S~ittee on Affirmative Action 
Affimtlve Action Prograaing for the 11Ursing Profession 
Attachment. A 
ContellpOcaq Minority Leaders in Rursing: Afro-American, Hispanic, Native 
llaerican Perspectives 
Stateaent, •Affirmative Action,• 1979 
1984 Bouse of Delegates report on eo.aitment ana Action on Buman Rights 
Resolution 14 social ResponsibUity for Health Care Services to At-Risk 
~tions 
Excerpt fraa 1983 SBA survey "Exhibit 4, Afficutive Action/Buman Rights• 
Meac> (January 13, 1983) to constituent nurses• associations and September: 1983 
__, regarding Afficutive Action/Unit Assessment Report with Samar:y of 
llesponses 
Definitions £ram the Civil Rights Act 
LIE:a,:81 
12/19/84 
01/04/85 
0 
AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION 
1982 House of Delegates 
Report #11 Egual Opportunity and Human Rights 
(Sponsored by the Corrmission on Human Rights) 
The Conmission on Human Rights reconmends adoption of the following motion: 
THAT THE AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION REAFFIRM ITS COMMITMENT 
TO EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND HUMAN RIGHTS FOR THOSE PERSONS WHO 
ARE UNABLE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF EXISTING SOCIAL, CULTURAL 
AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES BECAUSE OF SYSTEMATIC DISCRIMINA-
TION, EXCLUSION, AND ABRIDGEMENT OF RIGHTS ON THE BASIS OF 
RACE, PHYSICAL DISABILITY, CREED, COLOR, LIFESTYLE, SEX, OR AGE. 
Report 
Since its incorporation in 1901, the American Nurses' Association has promoted 
a variety of efforts to affinn its COlllllitment to equal employment opportunity 
and civil rights. In 1946, the association launched a campaign to encourage 
all state and local associations to drop racial barriers to membership. In 
1948, ANA adopted a policy that meetings be held only in integrated facilities 
and created a special category of direct ~embership in the four states prac-
ticing discrimination. In 1951, the National Association of Colored Graduate 
Nurses (NACGN) merged with ANA. The NACGN had been organized since 1908 to 
work against discrimination in the profession. The merger represented ANA 1s 
c011111itment to enable Negro nurse members to participate in the total program 
and to insure that the program would contribute to the welfare of all Negro 
nurses. 
Before the Civil Rights Laws were enacted by Congress in 1965, ANA took efforts 
to implement affirmative action at the national level and in constituent associa-
tions. In 1960, ANA adopted a resolution, "Acceptance of all Professional Nurses 
as Members," {Attachment 1) and the 1968 House of Delegates adopted a resolution 
{Attachment 2) to eliminate discrimination. 
In 1972, ANA adopted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Attachment 3) which 
included the equal protection of each individual's right to vote. The 1972 House 
of Delegates also adopted a Resolution on Affinnative Action (Attachment 4) which 
provided for systematic affirmative action prograimting by structural units at each 
level of the association. 
A resolution supporting ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment {Attachment 5) 
was passed by the house in 1974. Resolutions on Sexual Lifestyle {Attachment 6) 
and In Support of Antidiscrimination Efforts _(Attachment 7) were passed in 1978. 
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The CCJIIJlis~ion on Human Rights believes that ANA has a long and proud history 
of support1ng human rights concerns. The c011111ission senses that there is a 
strong move in this country to rescind and weaken much of the crucial legis-
lation protecting an individual•s personal freedoms. These are rights and 
privileges which women. ethnic minorities, and the culturally diverse had to 
fight lengthy battles to claim. These pieces of legislation which have now 
came under attach were enacted to redress years, and hundred of years of 
inequities to disenfranchised populations. These are freedoms which this 
association has consistently gone on record as supporting in the past. 
This report highlights the siege on the Voting Rights Act, the Equal Rights 
Amendment and Affinnative Action as examples of the thrust to deprive segments 
of the population those very freedans which this country was founded upon. While 
the scope of this report is limited to those issues above, assaults have also been 
made on legislation for the handicapped, lesbian and gay rights legislation, and 
the amendment guaranteeing the right to abortion. 
EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT 
Qq March 22, 1972, the 92nd Congress passed the Equal Rights .Amendment, and sub-
mitted it to state legislatures for ratification. A seven-year time period was 
imposed on the amendment, calling for its ratification by March 22, 1979. A 
ratification extension was granted this amendment, extending the ratification 
date until June 30, 1982. As this report is acted upon by ANA delegates, the 
Equal Rights Amendment might have beccxne a moot issue. 
In order for an amendment to become a part of the constitution, it must be rati-
fied by 38 states, three-fourths of the union. Presently> 35 states, more than 
70 percent of the United States population, have given this amendment a vote of 
confidence. Ratification by three more states prior to the June 30> 1982, dead-
line is needed to make this amendment become a reality. Unfortunately, rdtifica-
tion prospects do not look good. During the last year and a half, ERA efforts 
have been defeated in the legislatures of "key" states, Illinois, Florida, and 
Oklahcma. The opposition to the Equal Rights .Amendment has even sought recision 
of the amendment in some states. 
When the ERA was passed by the 92nd Congress, it enjoyed true bipartisan support. 
Since March 1972, both parties and the presidency have supported passage of the 
Equal Rights Amendment; however. that support has now ceased. The Reagan admini-
stration and the present Republican leadership have become major obstacles to 
ratification of the amendment. 
The canplete text of the Equal Rights Amendment is, 11Equalityof rights under the 
law shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or any state on account 
of sex. The Congress shall have the power to enforce, by appropriate legislation. 
the provisions of this article. This amendment shall take effect two years after 
the date of ratification." 
-50-
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The Commission on Human Rights interprets this amendment to mean that women, 
51 percent of the United States population, are protected by the United States 
Constitution and guaranteed equal pay, equal jobs, equal credit. and equal 
social security. The Equal Rights Amendment is needed because women histori-
cally, have not had access to equal jobs, equal pay, equal credit, and nmerous 
other benefits that men have enjoyed in this country. More than 98 percent of 
the nurses in this country are women. The CC11111ission on Human Rights believes 
that the future of nursing is linked to the future of women in this country. 
VOTING RIGHTS ACT 
Legislators in federal and state legislations have begun to argue for the 
tennination and weakening of the 1965 Voting Rights Act. These legislators 
argue that the Voting Rights Act has been so successful in eliminating voter 
disenfranchisement that it is no longer needed. Another argument is that the 
act singles out specific areas of the country for pre-clearance (canpliance) 
with the act, and that this is discriminatory. 
The Conmission on Human Rights believes that the Voting Rights Act is the single 
piece of federal legislation which enfranchised millions who had been excluded 
from the most basic process of democracy -- the right to vote. The c:onmission 
cautions those who call for tennination of the Voting Rights Act and reminds them 
that having the right to vote protected under the law since 1965 is a long overdue 
promise for a sixty-year-old Black person in the state of Alabama. 
The primary issue over extension of the Voting Rights Act is whether voting rights 
violations can be proved by showing discriminatory effects or whether it is neces-
sary to go further and prove that voting officials also intended to discriminate. 
The House passed a bill, H.R. 3112, and a majority of the Senate sponsored a bill, 
S1992> that includes an 11::ffects test," while the Reagan administration is supporting 
an "intents test. 11 Senator Kennedy COlllllents:, "Citizens may show that a particular 
election practice resulted in voter discrimination, without the requirement of a 
'smoking gun' of direct evidence of intent. Otherwise, our minority citizens will 
face an impossible standard of proof in all but the roost flagrant cases of discrimina-
tion. 11 
Attorney General William French suggests that the effects test 11could come down to 
where a 11 of society had to have an actua 1 quota system, 11 despite the fact that the 
House incorporated language stating that unlawful discrimination cannot be estab-
lished merely by the fact that minorities have not been elected in proportional 
representation in state and local offices. 11 
The conmission believes that there is sufficient evidence today to warrant the 
extension of the Voting Rights Act. In the state of Alabama> a series of voter 
reidentification bills has been introduced in the so-called "Black Belt" counties 
and passed in the state legislatures. These bills require individuals in Perry» 
Wilcox, Sumter, and Wilson counties to reidentify in person in the "beat" in which 
he is registered, or at the courthouse between 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. on a given day. 
These restrictive clauses are guises to dilute the Black vote. In another instance, 
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two Black women, Julia Wilder, 69, and Maggie Bozeman, 51, were convicted by an 
all White jury of voting fraud and voting more than one time. Both women have 
been active for years in voter registration campaigns, but came to be noticed by 
the political establishment when they tried to use absentee ballots on behalf of 
the infinned and elderly with whom they had been working. The circuit court judge 
ordered both women directly to prison from the court room despite the fact that 
neither had previous criminal records. The women's convictions were appealed to 
the Alabama Court of Appeals, which noted that the evidence was confusing, but 
refused to h~ar the case. The circuit court judge in the Wilder-Bozeman case had 
recently granted a suspended sentence to a White sheriff convicted of voter fraud. 
These are but a fe,1 examples of infringements upon minority persons• right to the 
ballot. The Conmission on Human Rights is in accord with those remarks made by 
President Johnson at the signing of the act on August 6, 1965: 
This Act flows from a clear and simple wrong. Its only purpose is 
to right that wrong. Millions of Americans are denied the right to 
vote because of their color. This law will ensure them the right 
to vote. The wrong is one which no American in his heart can justify. 
The right is one which no American, true to our principles, can deny ••• 
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 
Two pieces of federal legislation dictate affirmative action in this country, 
Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Law which prohibits public and private 
employers with more than 15 employees from discriminating on the basis of 
race, color, religion, sex or national origin, and Executive Order 11246 which 
prohibits the use of federal funds by those who discriminate against women or 
minorities. These laws are enforced by two federal agencies, the Equal Employ-
. ment Opportunity Conmission, and the Office of Federal Contract Compliance 
Programs, EEOC and OFCCP respectively. 
Historically in this country, white males have held all the positions of power. 
This is true in the federal government, in hospital and health care institutio~s. 
· in university and educational settings, and in the corporate board rooms of this 
country. Statistics bear out that corporations, educational institutions, and 
unions did not hire women and ethnic minorities out of a sense of fairness. 
Implementation of affinnative action programs during the 1960s was an attempt 
to eliminate this favoritism afforded white males. This meant that white males 
were required by law to compete with women and ethnic minorities in the job 
market. 
The results of affirmative action efforts over the past eighteen years have pro-
vided wCJnen and ethnic minorities with "some representation" in those places 
heretofore reserved for white males. Despite affinnative action gains, women 
in this country still earn considerably less (S.59 to $1.00) than men, the 
unemployment rate for ethnic minorities is twice that of the national average, 
and the disparity between black and white family incomes has actually increased. 
-52-
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Given the paucity of gains achieved.through affirmative action over the past two 
decades, the Reagan administration is promoting legislation which would change 
affinnative action.laws to almost nonexistent. For example, currently companies 
with 50 or more employees and $50,000 in federal contracts must have written 
affinnative action plans. The present administration proposes reducing this 
requirement to 250 employees and $1 million in contracts. The Department of 
Justice is seeking a Supreme Court reversal of the Weber Case. The Weber Case 
supports voluntary affirmative action plans by private employers that implement 
reasonable measures, including quotas, when they are necessary to eliminate dis-
criminatory employment patterns and practices. 
Title IX, the only comprehensive federal law prohibiting sex discrimination in 
education, is being threatened with amendments to weaken it. This regulation 
was instrumental in granting women access to schools of medicine and law or 
college campuses. 
Affirmative action over the past two decades has made a mere dent in rectifying 
the inequities which have existed for women and ethnic minorities over the past 
several hundred years. The extent to which it can make America a more democratic 
society has not been realized. 
CONCLUSION 
Issues related to human and civil rights for all nurses and consumers of nursing 
services, as well as the general public, continue to need our focus as Americans 
with democratic ideals. Achieving equality of economic opportunity and social 
parity for women, ethnic minorities, and the culturally diverse has always been 
a concern of the nursing profession. True solutions will require a degree of 
sophistication and awareness on the part of all citizens which goes beyond the 
political capabilities of this association. It appears both timely and appro-
priate that the largest group of health care providers in the nation provide 
leadership in supporting a national climate conducive to the promotion of the 
rights and responsibilities of all segments of society. The American Nurses• 
Association has always assumed this leadership role. In 1982, when so many 
of the basic principles this country was founded upon are under siege, it is 
crucial that ANA reaffinn its conmitment to equal opportunity and human rights 
for those persons who are unable to take advantage of existing social, cultural 
and economic opportunities because of systematic discrimination, exclusion, and 
abridgement of rights on the basis of race, physical disability, creed, color, 
lifestyle; sex, or age. 
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.that the state be further encoura~ed in its efforts to .provide 
· membership in ·its state nurses• associations for all qualified 
professional nurses so that by at least the time of the next 
· biennim all fifty states will have accepted all professional 
nurses as members. · 
WHEREAS 
ATTACHMENT 2 
ADVANCEMENT OF ANA CONCERN FOR· INTERGROUP••RELATIONS 
~Pr!vation, discrimination, and racial prejudice deny equality, 
Just1ce, and economic opportunity to mill ions of Americans; and 
the American Nurses• Association has supparted le9islatfon and 
programs to promote and protect the physical~. mental, and social 
well-being of all citizens regardless of race, creed, color, or 
national ori9in; and · 
the course of recent events makes clear the challenge to all people 
for self-examination and detemination to abolish racial prejudice,. 
poverty, and discrimination in our society; therefore, be it 
RESOLVED that nurses increase and intensify their participation in local, 
state~ .. and national action groups working to eliminate conditions 
of discrimination and deprivation; and be it further · 
RESOLVED t~at_whenever n~rses are aware of disciminatory practices,. both 
w1th1n_and outs1de of the health field, they have an obligation 
to not1fy the proper authority, knowing that they will be supported. 
by the American Nurses' Association on all levels; and be it further 
RESOLVED that the American Nurses' Association work at all levels to help 
obtain sufficient and substantial funds from national,. state,. and 
local government for all prograr.1S which help to eliminate discrimi-
nation and poverty; and be it further 
RESOLVED that the ~rican Nurses' Association make every effort to improve 
the educat1onal system and the educational opportunities for all 
age groupswithout re!Jard to race,. creed, color, sex,. national 
origin. 
House of Delegates 1968 
- j 
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RESOLUTION ON THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION 
OF HUMAN RIGHTS 
(Submitted with endorsement of the 
ANA Board of Directors} 
ATTACHMENT 3 
WHEREAS, The International Council of Nurses has endorsed the Universal Declaration 
of Ht.anan Rights and requested its member associations to take appropriate steps to 
support and 'implement the objectives as set out in the United Nations Declaration of Hur:an Rights, and 
WHEREAS, The United States actively supported and voted for approval of the 
Declaration of Human Rights in the General Assembly of the United Nations on D~ember 10, 1948, and 
WHEREAS, The President's C011111ission for Observance of Human Rigots Year - 1968 
measured the progress of the United States towards achievement of the standards embodied in the Declaration, and 
WHEREAS, The United States has enacted many and fine laws dealing with cultural, 
civil, political and economic rights, and yet millions of its citizens are poor, 
too many are illiterate, malnourished and poorly housed, lacking health care, 
and minorities are stiil striving for basic rights and opportunities; be it therefore 
RESOLVED, That the American Nurses' Association support ali efforts to advance 
the unfinished business of achieving the corrmon standard set forth in the U.N. 
Declaration of Human Rights - 1948 within the United States, including: 
1. Amendment of the United States Constitution to provide that equality 
of rights under the law shalt not be denied or abridged by the United 
States or by any state on account of sex. 
2. Clear authority, moral support and adequate funding for agencies of 
government responsible for .implenentation of civil rights legislation 
so that there is equal protection of every individual's right to vote, 
to have food and shelter, health care, education, employment oppor-
tunities, and enjoy the benefits of public services. 
3. Refonn of the judicial and penal systems so that th dignity and rights 
of all persons are protected. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Self-government for the citizens of the District of Columbia with 
appropriate voting representation ~n the Congress of the United States. 
Legislation to provide for federal regulation of the ownership and 
use of 1 etha 1 weapons • 
Protection in the law ~f the right of all working peopl~ to organize 
and bargain collectively, including employees in health services, agri-
culture and public service. 
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7. A national policy and program for income maintenance with full attention 
to the dignity of the individual and to the integrity of the individual 
and the family. 
8. A national health program that provides equal access to comprehensive 
health services of high quality with full attention to the dignity and 
integrity of the individual. 
9. Contin~ing effort to improve the quality of teaching throughout the 
educat1onal system~ provision of equal opportunities for all pupils, 
aoolition of racial isolation in schools and opportunities for students 
to interact with others of diverse racial and ethnic background. 
10. Ratification by the United States Senate of the following conventions 
submitted by Presidents of the United States: · 
Political Rights of Women (OAS and UN) 
Genocide (UN) 
Freedom of Association (!LO) 
Forced Labor (ILO) 
11. Submission to the Senate and ratification of the following conventions 
signed by the United States: 
Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age of Marriage 
and Registration of Marriages 
Elimination of Racial Discrimination 
Adopted by the 1972 ANA House of Delegates 
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RESOLUTION ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM 
(Submitted by ANA Coamission on Nursing Research} 
ATTAOiMElIT 4 
WHEREAS, in 1951 a merger of the National Association of Colored Graduate Nurses 
and the Pmerican Nurses' Association was effected which resulted in the dissolution 
of the National Association of Coiored Graduate Nurses with a subsequent coumitment 
by the American Nurses' Association that the participation of black nurses in the 
American Nurses' Association would receive major promotional efforts, and 
WHEREAS, "It was recognized that if Negro nurses were to receive complete and 
adequate services within the American Nurses' Association, provision must be made 
by the ANA for staff and facilities which would enable Negro nurse members to 
participate effectively in the total program of the organization and ensure that 
the program would contribute to the welfare of all Negro nurses,"* and 
WHEREAS, The Conmittee on Intergroup Relations, which was established as the 
vehicle to implement the Intergroup Relations Program, was dissolved by the ANA 
in 1962 before the objectives of the program were achieved, and 
WHEREAS, In the 21 years since the merger of the National Association of Colored 
Graduate Nurses and the American Nurses' Association, black nurses have been 
noti~ea~ly excluded from elected office and appointed positions on camrittees, 
cormnss1ons and boards within the organization and the inclusion of black nurses 
on policy and decision-making bodies in nursing and related health care groups 
has remained limited, and 
~HEREAS, Increasing number~ O! black nurses are finding it necessary to organize 
1n caucus groups and assoc1at1ons to meet the needs created by the failure of the 
American Nurses' Association to discharge its obligation; therefore be it 
RESOLVED, That the American Nurses• Association honor its conmitment by taking 
iD111ediate steps to establish an Affirmative Action Program at the national level 
which will rectify this failure; and be it further 
RESOLVED, That such steps shall include: 
1. Appointment of a Task Force composed of nurses representative of 
minority groups (which shall also include white nurses) to develop 
and implement such a program, and 
2. Appointment of a black nurse to the ANA staff to work with the Task 
Force developing and implementing the program, and 
3. ANA shall actively seek greater numbers of minority group .menbers in 
elected, appointed and staff positions within ANA and urge states and 
districts to do likewise; and be it further 
RESOLVED, That the ANA encourage and promote Affinnative Action Programs on the 9 state and 1 oca 1 1 eve 1 s ; and be it further 
RESOLVED, That an ombudsman be appointed to the ANA staff. 
*Staupers, Mabel K. No Time for Prejudice, New York: The Macmillan Co., 1961, p. 138. 
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ATTACHMENT.5 
•, . . . 
RATIFICATICW OF llfE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT 
the Equal Rights Amendment provides that 0 equa1 ityof rights under 
the law shall not be denied or abridged by the United Stat.es or by 
any state on account of sex, 11 and 
the nursing profession through the American Nurses' Association was 
instrumental in securing federal approval of this significant social 
le9islation» and · 
ratification of this measure is now being seriously jeopardized by 
resistance in many states which have not ratified the amendment and 
efforts to rescind the ratification in those that have; therefore, 
be it 
that the American Nurses' Association reaffinn jts strong support 
of the Equal Rights J\.mendment, and, be it 
that the American Nurses' Association encourage the nursing 
conmunity to take every possible measure, individually and 
collectively to interpret the intent of this amendment and to 
secure its enactment, and, be it 
that ANA establish a special ratification of the Equal Rights 
Amendment Fund to be made by voluntary contributions from 
individual members,-districts, states, and other sources compatible 
with AHA policies and objectives; and, be it further 
that the fund be established until such time as 38 states have 
ratified the amendment and any remaining funds be used toward the 
implementation of the amendment. 
House of Delegates 1974 
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ATTAOIMENT 6 
SEXUAL LIFESTYLE AND HUMAN RIGHTS 
a conmitment to -basic hur.ian and civil riohts is a historical 
legacy of the American Nurses• Association; and 
the American Nurses I Association has previously encouraged 
and adopted a supportive position on legislation to ensure 
equal and full civil rights for women and ethnic persons of 
color; and 
the American Nurses• Association believes that the liberation 
of any person from inequities contributes to the freedcm of all 
persons; therefore, be it 
that the American Nurses• Association support the enactment of 
civil rights laws at the 1ocal9 state, and federal levels that 
would provide the same protection to persons regardless of 
sexual and affectional preference as is currently guaranteed to 
others on the basis of sex. age, ethnicity, and color. . 
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ATTACHMENT 7 
AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION 
IN SUPPORT OF ANTIDISCRIMINATION EFFORTS 
nurses are responsible and accountable to their patients and to 
the public to deliver professional lifesaving services; and 
nurse training is increasingly complex, theoretical, technical, 
and analytical; and 
nurses.exercise the same or sometimes greater responsibility and 
accountability than many other health care professionals; and 
nursing has for centuries been known as a 11 female 11 profession and 
as such has been segregated and limited in its opportunities for 
promotions, pay, and other terms and conditions of employment, all 
of which are recognized as target areas for change under Title VII 
of the Civil RiQhts Act of 1964; and 
evidence presented by N.U.R.S.E. Inc., a nonprofit Denver nursing 
orqanization, in Lemons et al v. Denver el al demonstrates that 
nurses are paid less than scores of other 100 percent male professions 
requiring similar or less education, supervisory responsibility, or 
experience, or having the same or less job worth, and this evidence 
demonstrates, further, that traditional organizational practices 
used in Denver and in a multitude of other cities have the effect 
of segregating nurses into pa~ groups with other women primarily 
because they are women, rathet than organizing professionals with 
professionals irrespective of·sex, and all of such evidence leads 
to the strong conclusion that nurses in Denver and elsewhere are 
the victims of sex-role stereotyping; therefore, be it 
that the American Nurses I Association find and declare that the work 
of N.U.R.S.E. Inc., in the Lemons litigation has been and will be 
of benefit to all nursing and that the association support, in 
whatever ways feasible, this effort to promote equitable compen-
sation for nurses without reQard to sex or traditional sex stereo-
typin9; and be it -
that the American Nurses• Association support other well-reasoned 
court or legislative challenges to discriminatory practices in 
compensation for nursin~; and be it 
that the American Nurses• Association establish a mechanism to work 
in concert with N.U.R.S.E. Inc., to --
- promote public awareness of discriminatory pay practices. 
- secure financial support for legal and legislative activities 
endorsed by the committee. 
- seek legislative action to broaden the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 
- disseminate infonriation to nurses and the public concerning the 
unfairness inherent within present practices. 
- support efforts toward the establishment of fairer pay practices 
for professionals of comparable education, experience, and 
responsibility. 
Adopted by the 1978 House of Delegates 
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AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION 
Report of the Conmfssion on Human Rights 
June 1982 
Reco111nendat1on .• 
The Conmissi~n on Human Rights reconnends that the ANA Board of Dfrectcrs 
approve the Afffnnat1ve Action Record Keeping Form" which it developed. 
.. 
Dari?¥1 the 1980-1982 biennim, the O::wrissiaa al BUian Rights tcok actim to 
inplement the priocities estabJisbed t¥ Ma. '!'be.goals the cxmn:iss,ai 
established to fnplenen.t tbcse pr:icxities were as fol JONS~ 
1. To design and inplenent processes that ensure that the health care needs. 
of ethnic perscns of color and the culturally different are met 
2. 'l'O mm.tor and respcrd to l.egislatim at all levels of govemaent that 
inpacts m the ¢ity of life and health care f0E' all perscms, bit 
especially for etmic persons of. color and the c:lll.turally different 
3. To interface with the other structural. units of AR\ to assure c:x:ntinJous 
attentim to blman rights cxn::erns in policy and pcogran deve1qment 
4. 'l'O ioorease the ·rud:>ers of culturally and ethnically different mrses in 
ANi\, and to increase their repr:esentatic.n at all levels of the a,sc;nci ation 
as elected and appointed officials 
s. To utilize the interface between ANA and the Nurses' •Q.>alitiai for Actiat 
in Politics and other cxganizatiais to p:anote the goals of all 
affirmative actic.n programs 
6. To increase the a::cessibility and availability of mrsing ecilcatim 
programs for allturally and etmic:ally different persms 
7. TO strengthen the existin] mrsing ewcatic.n prograns that JMgely serve 
ethnic. persoos of color 
8. 'l'O assure aocotmtability for attentim to lullan rights ocncems &ail all 
nursing educatioo programs. 
The Ccmnissiai Cl'l .Hunan Rights cmtirued to request that structural units and 
ca1Stituents enga13e in an affirmative actiai mit asses::reat, cullllinating in 
the CXIIDissiai's recognizing by award the structural. mrl.t and the cxmstituent 
that make the greatest inroads in afficmati:ve actiai (Attad11eGt 1) • 'l'he 
recipients for the 1980 recx,gnitiai wd were the Oregon airses Association 
and the Camdssiai ai F.caadc am Genet-al lielfare. Tbe tep:>rts the 
camdssiai received were so aitstanding that the cx,rwissiai c1eci.ded i:O giw 
lrmrary reccgniticn wds to the Florida. tllrSes Asscciatial,. the SOUtb 
Carolina Nurses' Associatiai, the washingtal State HUrSes Ass:clatiai, the 
o:ur::u Cl'l caitimuJ,1 tilcatim, . the Divisim m PSycbiatric am Mental Beal.th 
Nursing Practice, and the Ccam1ssion al lllrSing :!dllcaticn.. 
The oc:mnissioo is pleased to amoonce that tbe stractura1. unit and cansti.tuent 
which made the greatest: inroads in the area of ·attiJ:mative acticn far the 
1980-1982 biennim are (to be amcum:ed at tbe board meeting. 'l'his 
informatiCl'l was mt ·sail able in time to be in:lui:1ed in· this repxt:.) 
• 
... 
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While tbe cx:1md ssiai was pleased with the progress made by structural units 
regarding mit assessment, it was disturbed that so few CXlDStituents resp:>nded 
to this reqaest:. The a::nmissioo plans to intensify its efforts during the 
.next biemim to evoke greater participaticn fmn <X11Stituents. 
The <XJmrissim held a cmsuner hearil¥J Noveri:>er 6, 1981, in Baltiume to 
solicit t:estim::ny fra, me,,t,ers of ethnic mimrity and other disadvantaged and 
underserved gi:cups in the area regarding their cx:n::erns alx>ut health care 
problens and services. The c:amu.ssicn to learn what were . the DDSt 
prevalent health }:"rOblems of tbJse rx:piJatioos and wat action cnild be taken 
!O the iscl~ of the problems. The proceedings of the hearings, 
ilci.a:b.ng recc:+wedatims, have been written and will be forwarded to the 
tlR>I0priate state and local legislative and health service agen:ies. 
camdssiai had a prq,osal for fuooing a bertxaJanreate sch:>larship program 
written. It was the result of a 1978 resolution presented to the Bouse of 
Del~ for an bao:aJ aureate sch:>larship program. The cx:mnissioo was 
seeking funding for the program. The cxmnission had a meeting scheduled with 
Dr. Clay Silipsoo, associate a:fmi.nistrator, Office of Health Resources 
Achinistratien, to discuss fuooing for this Pt'C{X)Sal, June 16, 1982. (The 
results of this meetiDJ will be reported· at the June 24 board meeting.) 
Tbe con:mi ssiai began negotiatiais with a o:risul.tant to write a prq,osal for a 
denrrlstratiai pr:oject. The pirpose of the project was to identify and . 
denaistcate IIJman rights standards in a clinical setting. Hman rights 
~rds are ttnse that transcend all practice areas and address the human 
rights cmcerns of all clients. 
~il at Intercultural Nursing becarE a reality during the 1980-1982 
bienru.m. The pirp::>se of the aJllrX:il is to provide direction in the 
aoo inplenentatioo of policies and programs relating to human 
rights coocems (Attachment 2). 
'The cx:+md ssien re;) »melded tX> the Board of Directors a mechanisn for 
identifying ethnic persons of oolor for the ANA N:mi.nating Colmittee, and for 
ensuring that all ~al units receive a px>l of mninees to a:>nsider for 
appointment. 
'!'he cxmn:i.ssim m:de available to ANA structural 1.mits the names of individuals 
wm are etmi.c persons of oolor and n::>table in their area of specialization,. 
to be cxmsidered the respective str\¥:tural units for appointments. 
'!'he ~d of Director~ requested at its January 1982 meeting, that the 
~ss1en en Hanan Rights develop a form (Attachment 3) to track affirmative 
actiCll efforts of stru:tural units in the appointment and Janination prcx:ess .. 
Staff.developed the attached fOim web 11BS revised and accepted by the 
~ssi~ en~ Rights at its April 2-4, 1982, meetir.q. The cxmnission 
believes if this fixm is used by strootural units it will provide the Board of 
Direct:crs with valuable feedback o::n::eming affii:mative action.efforts. 
Specifically, the cx:nmissi.ai h)pes that this £om will enable ·the ooard to see 
where nxe effective efforts can be o::n:entrated by structural 1.mits. 
4 '1lj 
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The cnonjssim ccapleted the first draft of a definitiai of -mita:it.y' 
(Attachment 4) • 'l'be defini.tiat was anemed fol..l.owiD] wide circulatiai and 
caiment • 
'l'he o:::mnissia:1 made efforts tD pr.-aoot:e dialogue between representatives of 
ethnic am culturally different mrsing «ganizations in areas of mJtual 
ooncern. 
The c:amdssiai bad a representative attend the Minority Dcctoral Fellowship 
Symp:,sim. A representative fmn the Ccmnissiai ai Human Rights and the 
Cc:lun:il al Intercultural NurSiB] met with the Advisory cannittee of the 
fellowship program to share mtual ocn::erns, and discuss the 1eYS in which the 
groups can work IOOre closely together in the future. 
Helen Miller, M.S .N., a recently retired associate professor at North Carolina 
. Central University in the Nursing Research Department, and a pcevi.ous 
recipient of the Mary Mahoney Award, approached the Conni ssial en Bman Rights 
for rminal funds to cxmplete the piblicatiai, Ccxiteg;x>rary Minority Leader~ 
in l'ilrsin]: Afro-American, Hispanic and Native American Perspectives. 
Ms. Miller in a:>llaboratioo with Ernest Masoo,. Ph.D., fraa the sane 
institutioo bad been working en this publicatiai and needed funding for its 
caip].etia:1 fran the o:mnissicn in exchange for the pJbl.icatim rights. 
The PJrp:>Se of this p.:.tblicatiai is to pro'lide informatiai at o::ntenpxal:y 
ethnic nurses '1ix> have Dade outstanding <Dltributions to mrsiBJ, and to serve 
as a supplemental text for ccurses in wrsing an:1 studies of ethnic 
leadership. Currently there is a dearth of printed infomatiai ai 
conteqmary ethnic nurses. This plblicatiai will reflect the diversity of 
nurses '1ix> have made outstanding o::ntrihltioos and advanced the profession of 
nursiDJ. 
The o:mnissicn is very excited af:.YJut this publication. It belie9ea there is a 
great need for this informatiai aid that it can be marketed successfully. The 
projected <Xllpletioo date at this time is August 1982. 
The o:mnissiai prepared a substantive report (see Rouse of Delegates 
Report Ill) to go to the 1982 Beuse of Delegates t, reaffirm ANA• s cxmnitment 
to equal og;,orturiity and hlman rights. 
In addition to the pceceding, the cmmisskn w:)J:ked ai a resolutioo ai access 
to care at the request of the Ccmnittee of Oei.tf,C .. :::,Ol'JSi bad dialogue with the 
anbldsmam worked a, its sectiai of the JIBliJersbip gll!Stionnaire; 
naninated individuals for~ naticml. awards; participated in the 
Miller-camer011 foruns; re5?)1ni!d to At& staff about the Wa!z in web the 
business of the ANA li:ll1Se of Delegates is cxmducted. sent a representative and 
responded to the credentialing stmy and revised its pr03ramatic activities 
to reflect the new directiai of the associatiai as mamlated by the Mm. Eba.rd 
of Directors, to prcm:>te ar.d protect the econanic:s and pr:actice of mrsing; 
and responded to the iDpact of the social policy statement oo ethnic 
minorities through the camdttee of Clairpe.rsons. 
fllree DEetings of the a:mdssial were held in 1980-1981, in addition tx:> tt«> 
executive o::mni.ttee meetings and the bearing referred to above. The 
cannisslm en Bman Rights met in April 1982 am developed its goals 
(Att:.adwe,t 5) for the 1982-1984 biennim. 
Gra:p; with mich the Camdssial en Ballan Rights had interface were the 
Ha.timal Black &Jrses' Associatiai, the American Indian/Alaska Native Nurses' 
AssX:iatim, tbe Natialal. Organizatim for wanen, and the National coalition 
of Hispanic Mental Health and H1Dall Services Organizations. 
flll! Comrissiai en BIDaln Rights ae;,ointed a representative to the Nat~onal 
Black airses• Associatia,/A!a Liaisoo Task Force, which was established as a 
formal mechanism to a,11 aborate m matters related •·to.proposed changes in 
e:lacati.anal qualificatiam for mrses arr3 the effects~ minority 
repr:esem:atial in mrsing. A series of meetings· was held for that purpose. 
i1:le O'Jllllissi.cn made efforts to oo.llatx.>1'.'ate with the Gay Nurses' AlliaB:e, 
in::lming sendiDl a representative w their 1982 conference, arourd areas of 
lll1tUal interest as a result of a 1980 resolutial passed by the House of 
Delegat:es. 
'ftJe c:madssial bas respcxided to mnerous pieces of correspomence fran 
nurses a:ross the country wh:> believe that they have been discriminated 
against in the jd:) settinJ-in particular, male nurses m:> had experienced 
tbe saae irot,Jems that Bachus (Bachus vs. Baptist Medical Center, ~labama) had 
in practicing mrsiBJ. 'l'be oanni ssim resporx1ed tx:> these. requests arxl 
for:warded them to the ml\ armsman, even t:migh she had no jurisdiction over 
these probl.ems. '1'be a:atissicll believed that it was inportant for the 
professiaw. associatioo tx:> £eSpOrd in as many ways as possible when mrses 
a?:e mt aJ J CMed tx:> practice mrsing. 
!be Omni ssi.cn en Bllllan Rights thanks the ANA a>ard of Directors for the 
qpoctunity to report to them aai seeks its support around the rec:cmnemation 
it is smitting. 
OW!issic:n en Bl.1Dan Rights 
Olairperson: Marian Davis Jlliteside, M.P.H., North Carolina 
Vice Chauperscn: David lialdral, Permsylvania 
secretaiy: I.Drene Sanders Farris, M.S., Florida 
Jmith A. Black Feather, M.S.N., Arizona 
Amie J. carter, Fd.s., Tennessee 
Gloria Green-Ridley, M.S.H., District of 0:>lmi>ia 
Sally Ruybal, Ph.D., Colorado (until Februar:y 1982) 
Grayce Sills, J:lb.D., F.A.A.N., Ohio 
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Background Information 
Affinnative Action Unit Assessment 
Attachnent 1 
The idea of a unit assessment was started fn 1973 by the Affirmative Action 
Task Force, the predecessor of the Comnfssion on Human Rights. It seened 
appropriate then that some attempt at assessment of the extent to which that 
1972 resolution has been implemented at all levels of the association be made. 
The task force collected 1nfonnatian on human rights act1v1t1es frcm the 
annual report to AAA fram the state nurses• associations. The task force 
also surveyed 13 ANA structural units at this time. Less than SOS of the 
structural units surveyed (1) identified specific ways to determine needs, 
concerns and problems regarding ethnic and minority nurses; (2) described 
any specific ac~ivities over the past year which focused on ethn1c and m1r.orfty 
nurses; (3) proJected activft1es for the caning year which focused on the 
needs of ethnic and minority nurses and consumers. 
In December 1976, the Conmission on Human Rights requested that ANA structural 
unfts and constituencies engage in a unit assessment based on the affinnative 
action model developed by the Afffnnatfve Action Task Force. The c01J1J11ssion 
indicated at this time that its 1978 convention program would be developed 
around the results of this unit assessment, ar:d that ft would recognize by 
awani the structural unit and constituent association which had made the 
most progress fn aff1nnative action. 
I' 
Assistance was offered by the conmfssfon's staff to structural units and 
constituent associations. Staff met with the Council on Continuing Education, 
Congress for Nursing Practice, and the C01111Jfssion on Nursing Education. The 
conmfssfon's staff met with the staff of the Commission on Nursing Services, 
and the Divisions on Gerontological and Medical Surgical Nursing Practice. 
The connfssfon's staff was placed on the agenda of other structural units but 
unable to interface with them because of the structural units time constraints. 
The chairperson of the comnfssion answered questions regarding the unit assess-
ment, and provided further clarification at the Coumittee of Chairpersons' 
meeting 1n February 1977. 
Washfngton State Nurses Association and the Division on Pyschiatr1c Mental 
Health Nursing were recognized as the constituent association and structural 
unft which had made the most progress in affirmative action during the 
1976-1978 biennium. · 
Thirteen ANA structural units responded to the CCJJ111issfon on Human Rights' 
1978-1980 request for self-assessment data. The Cannission on Economic and 
Background Infonnat1on 
Affirmative Action Unit Assessment 
Page 2 
General We1farerece1ved recognitfonfor its.achfevements in its 197a;...19ao · 
aff1nnatfve action programing. There was evidence of significant efforts 
to collaborate with other structural units thus 1nereas1ngthe base for· 
total organizational action. In 1978-1980 twenty constituent state nurses' 
assocfatfons responded to the Conmissfon on Human Rights' request. This 
fs the larges number of constituents responding since the request for 
. affirmative action progranning began in 1976 by the C0111111ss1on on Human 
Rights. The Oregon Nurses Association received the Conmfssion on Human 
(I 
Rights' 1978-1980 Recognition Award for achievement in affirmative action .. 
programing and planning. Three states received honorable mention certificates: 
South Carolina, Washington S~te, and Florida. 
' . Attachment 2 
. COUNCIL ON INTERCULTURAL NURSING 
Chairperson: Mildred Cox, M.P.H. 
The following goals, developed by the council for the 1980-1982 
biennium, coincided with the 1980-1982 ANA priorities: 
1. To increase council membership by personal recruitment. 
2. To develop, distribute, and analyze a membership questionnaire. 
3. To collaborate with ethnic nursing organizations. 
Major accomplishments. 
Among the accomplishments of the Council on Intercultural Nursing 
were the recruitment of members and the development and analysis 
of a membership questionnaire. In addition, the council planned 
a two-day program meeting that carried continuing education credits, 
and 1t published a quarterly newsletter. The council also acted as 
a resource to constituent and allied health organizations for human rf ghts concerns., 
Meetings· 
The Executive Committee of.the council met three times during the 
biennium. 
Issues 
The issues that concern the council are the same issues as those 
fdent1ffed by the Conmfssfon on Human Rights • 
.§9.!]j_ 
. Goals for the 19&2-1984 biennium were being developed. 
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Attachment 3 
DIRf.CTI~ !OR REXX),Ro REEPm; RJ,R.f 
CF Ni!l!E - This section a, the m,nitoring fotm is provided so the 
B::anl of Directors will be able to ascertain !o'bat resources 
struc1:ura1 units are using to originate name(s) for the 
appointment and nanination process. 
Action: '!'his sectia, aod the l?JCeceding sections are provided to track the 
OUto:Jne of an individual aic:e his/her name has been generated by the structu.rai u it. 
Caisidered - An "x• in this box indicates that.,, individual's name 
was 9"!lerated fran aie of the P<"eceding SCUrces, diSCUssed, 
- caisidered by the st:ruc:1:ura1 unit; however, nenbers of 
the st:ruc:1:ura1 unit did oot c:boose to "PP<>int or 'E!OC>mlend 
this individual to the aiPropriate body. Hence, activity 
on this individual is closed and he/she does oot proceed furt er. 
Candidate Intervieiood - An •x• in this box indicates that scme kind 
of persenai: interview of the candidate tcc1c place by aie or mo.re IDE:!mJe.rs of the structural unit. 
In~ "Pi2eintment - An •x• in this box indicates that.,, 
individual Fassed through the caisideratton stage - was 
. ag,ointed to a p:>sition that the structural unit has 
aut.1lo.rity to nake an ae?ointment, i.e. t.ie Camu.ssion on 
Nursing ~ch ai:pointed a persen to its cx:mnission, t."le 
Board of Directors "!POints an irxlividuaJ. to a o::muittee or task f rce. 
to Ap,,:opciate B"9l( - A structural unit :my not have 
the PJM>r to make a particular "P!'Ointment but rather !lakes 
a recantJendation to the Naninating Camtittee, Board of Di.rectors, etc. 
ffi:X;>Ss All> - Once an individual. is •~ 
to the ag>rcpriab! tody, !le/she is eligible for an 
appointment to enter the nanination process. 
071':jap:02 
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Appoint:nent Process - A structural unit ~ich has appointment ~r 
· · can reject or appoint an individual has been 
recaillieiiled. The appointee can decline or accept the 
ag;x:,int:ment • 
. Ncminatiai Process - When an individual is r.ecomnended by a 
structural unit to be CX11Sidered a naninee, the Nominating 
Camnittee can reject or rxminate the individual to the 
slate. At this point, the i.r1dividual can decline or accept 
the IXlllination. If the individual accepts the rx:mination, 
the outcome oolunri indicates the result of the election. 
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Attachment 4 
DEFINITION OF 11MINORITYII • 
THOSE PERSONS WHO ARE UNABLE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE Of EXISTING 
SOCIAL, CULTURAL, AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES BECAUSE OF SYSTE-
MATIC DISCRIMINATION, EXCLUSION AND ABRIDGEMENT OF RIGHTS 
WHETHER COVERT OR OVERT ON THE BASIS OF RACE, CREED, COLOR, SEX, 
LIFESTYLE, PHYSICAL DISABILm OR AGE. 
. MA··· CCIIIISSICII · <If HUMAN RIGHTS 
ADOPTED.SEPTEMBER, 1980 
AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION 
Supplemental Report to the 1982 Hausa of Delegates 
Conm1ss1on on Human Rights · 
Goals 1982-1984 
1. To advance the profession of nursing 
2. 
a. Assist the association in the implementation of the a.s.N. scholarship program 
b. Respond to discrimination cases as they relate to the 
freedom to practice nursing 
c. Fac:11 itate the process for increasing the numbers of 
culturally and ethnically different nurses in ANA, and 
·their representation at all levels as elected and 
appointed officials 
d. Continuing to support the increase fn the accessibility 
and ava11abfl ity of nursing education programs which 
increase the numbers of doctorally prepared, culturally 
and ethnically differen~ persons · 
e. Provide support for strengthening existing nursing 
educ:ati on programs which 1 arge ly serve ethnic persons 
of color 
Expand the socfopo11tical influence of the profession at all 
levels which impacts upon the quality of life and health of 
all persons. especially special population groups 
a. Develop formal mechanisms for the interface between ANA 
and other nursing organ1zat1ons to promote the goals of 
aff1nnative action programs 
b. Monitor the reconmendations among the structural units 
·of ANA to assure continuous attention to human rights 
concerns,and policy and program development 
c. Continue to monitor the level of part1c1pation of 
mfnority nurses within the association and constituent 
associ at 1 ons 
,. d. Continue to recognize the structural unit and constituency 
within ANA which have demonstrated the greatest achie'lement 
fn<affinnat1ve action progranming 
-10-
. . . 
e. Develop a formal mech~nfsm to interface with the 
Nurses' Coalftian for Action f n Politics in responding 
to 1egislat1on at all levels of government which impacts 
on ethnic persons of color and the culturally different 
3. Revision and dissemination of the.b1bHcgraphy on health 
care relevant to special popuiation groups 
a. Review the literature 
b. Monitor proceedings from ANA, the National League for 
Nursing, and other health-related conferences 
c. Compile the ~indfngs 
d. Disseminate to all structural units, constituent 
associations, and other health-related groups 
CDT:sb 
4/15/82 
Forward Plan 
WHAT 
1. Review of relevant literature 
A. Search and monitoring of 
proceedings from ANA & NLN 
conferences 
i.e. 1. Health care relevant to 
ethnic people of color 
2. Legislation 
B. Papers developed 
1. Presentation of papers 
2. Publishing of papers 
3. Taping of papers 
2. Human Rights Standards 
Existing Standards 
. 3. ANA Minority Doctoral Fellowship 
Program 
4. Credentialing Study Bibliography 
s~ Regional Hearings 
6. State of Minority Nurse 
-2-
I, DATA BASE 
HOW 
Annotated bibliography 
ANA library staff to search? 
Prepared for co111Tiission with specific 
focus 
Reviewed 
Maintain close linkage with director 
of program 
Search of literature by credentialing 
col!ITiittee 
. May 29, 1979 
WHEN 
On going 
1977-19/8 
1976 
Current and ongoing 
1966 - January 1979 
Consumers and providers to give testimon Yearly 
Southwest 
Northeast 
Detroit 
South 
Native American 1979 
- Industrial 1980 
- Black 1981 
- Poor 1982 
Obtain information on minority nurses 
from Dr. Audrey Burgess - Nashville 
Entry into practice statement as it 
affects ethnic people of color 
1979 . 
To be presented at 1979 Conmittee of 
Chairpersons Meeting 
l 
I O O 0 J l. I_,;_:· _________ ...;.. _____ _.._=~--------'-'= ;__'--A-M----ER---"1-""-CA;.....N~:r-N-U-RS ..... ES_'_A_S-SO_C_IA_T_IO_N ___ __:_ _______ . _.,, ·•·. 
,,,, 
COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS 
FORWARD PLAN 
In its continuing effort to establish the scope of the ANA's responsibility for addressing and responding to the equal 
opportunity and human rights concerns of nurses and health care recipients, with a major focus on ethnic people of 
color, the Co11111ission on Human Rights evaluates national, social, economic, scientific, and education changes to 
.determine their implication for the health and welfare of minority groups and consumers, to develop the means by which 
. the association can systematically focus on human rights a!i an integral component of comprehensive care to all consumers 
and fn educational and employment situations for all nurses. 
The co11111ission believes that, 1) a specific bo~y of knowledge about ethnic people of color exist; 2) increased 
knowledge about, and sensitivity to ethnic people of color will dramatically affect the quality of nursing care 
delivered and; 3) the participation of consumers must be evident in the determination of the nursing and health care 
needs of ethnic people of color. The conmission believes that affirmative action progranming is a posttive, continuing 
effort that 1s directed toward achieving results and specifically designed to transcent neutrality, Not merely ,non-
discriminatory programming, it vigorously works to correct past inequities at all levels of an organfzatfon, ' · 
In order to facilitate its responsibilities. several kinds of progra1J111atic activities have been developed by the 
co1J111ission. These activities are designed to identify the existing knowledge (data base), identify research dtrectfons 
for adding to that data base. assess the quality of care currently being delivered to ethnfc people of color, identify 
the barriers which exist for ethnic people of color in obtaining safe quality care, develop human right standards 
and a model of care specifically related to delivering care to minority people, develop demonstration projects which 
adhere to the standards, and plan for the incorporation of such proven standards into all educational and practice · 
settings through association policies, programs, and activities. 
Specific progranmatic activities designed to identify and increase the knowledge base include: 
r 
I 
WHAT· 
7. ·. Intraorgan1zat1onal · Linkage 
Linkage 
lysis of Literature 
Papers prepared for commission 
Standards · 
Mtnortty fellow dissertation 
Credentialing 
Hearings (data base) 
Analytic . Integration of Total 
Data Base . · · · · 
HOW 
Interface with co1mrlss1ons on education Ongoing 
and research about areas of mutual concern 
Interface ·with health related 
.· organizations. (National Institute 
of Menta 1 Hea 1th, COSSMO) . 
PROGRAMMATIC IMPLEMENTATION 
Director/Cormiission on Nursing 
Research 
Explore possibility of above writing · 
proposal for funding through ANA in 
order to hire staff for this task 
Review of literature 
Collect testimonies which address 
legislative issues and education 
programs. Share results of hearings 
with Urban League and other groups. 
Revision and dissemination of in-
formation. · 
Future program planning with structural 
units and external organizations 
Le. Council of Intt;!rcultural .Nurses. 
Ongoing 
Present through· 1982, , 
info,inat1on and dfss 
· Human Rights Standards 1n Test what exist 
f Cere 
ew standards · · 
· al unit 
AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATJON 
Supplemental Report to the 1982 Hausa. of Delegates 
Conmfssion on Human Rights 
Goals 1982-1984 
l. To advance the profession of nursing 
a. Assist the assoc1at1on 1n the implementation of the 
B.S.N. scholarship program 
b. Respond to discrimination cases as they relate to the 
freedom to practice nursing 
c. Facilitate the process for increasing the numbers of 
culturally and ethnically different nurses in ANA, and 
their ~epresentation at al1 levels as elected and 
appointed officials 
d. Continuing to support the increase in the accessibility 
and availability of nurs~ng education programs which 
increase the numbers of doctorally prepared, culturally 
and ethnically different persons 
e. Provide support for strengthening existing nursing 
education programs which largely serve ethnic persons 
of color 
2. Expand the sociopo11t1ca1 influence of the profession at all 
levels wh1ch impacts upon the quality of life and health of 
all persons, especially special population groups 
a. Develop formal mechanisms for the interface between ANA 
and other nursing organizations to promote the goals of 
aff1nnative action programs 
b. Monitor the recomnendations among the structural units 
of ANA to assure continuous attention to human rights 
concerns,and policy and program development 
c. Continue to monitor the level of participation of 
minority nurses with1n the association and constituent 
associations 
d.. Continue to recognize the structural unit and constituency 
within MA which have demonstrated the greatest achievement 
1n affirmative action prograrrming 
Develop a fonnal mechanism to interface with the 
. Nurses'· Coalition for Action. fn Pol 1t1cs in respond1ng 
· to legislation at all levels of government which impacts 
on ethnic persons of color and the culturally different 
3 • . Revision and dissElfflination of the bibliography on health 
care relevant to special population groups 
a. Review the literature 
b. Monitor proceedings from AAA, the National League for 
·· Nursing, and other health-related conferences 
c. Comp11e the findings 
d. Disseminate to all structural units, constituent 
associations, and other health-related groups 
. CDT:sb 
4/15/82 
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REPORT OJ!' CABINET Qf HUMAN RIGB'l'S 
Report: B 
(A-86) 
sabjeet: Affimative ACtiao in the Warsing Profession 
:lllt:ro4uc:ec1 byz Juanita E. Hunter, Ed.D., R.N. 
Chairperson, Cabinet on Hum,,n Rights 
:Referred to: Reference Hearing D 
Jo Ann Appleyard Page, M.S.N., M.P.B., R.N. 
Chairperson 
l The cabinet on ~uman Rights, formerly known as the Commission on Buman 
2 Rights, was established in 1976 in direct response to a 1972 House of 
3 Delegates resolution on an affirmative action program. Affirmative action 
4 progranmirg, as described in Affirmative Action Programming for the 
5 Nursing Profession Through the American Nu:ses' Association, is a 
6 positive, continuing effort that is direct,~d toward achieving results and 
7 is specifically designed to transcend neut::ality. Not merely 
8 nondiscriminatory programming, it vigorous:.y works to correct past 
9 inequities at all levels of the organization. 
10 
11 The Cabinet on Human Rights is continuing its attention to affirmative 
12 action and has identified some progress within the American Nurses' 
13 Association over the past 10 years, including an affirmative action 
14 publication, establishment of biennial affirmative action awards for 
15 organizational units and state nurses' associations (SNAs), and increased 
16 participation of minority nurses in SNAs and at the national level. 
17 
18 In order to assess more systematically the progress of affirmative action 
19 in nursing, the cabinet appointed a Subcommittee on Affirmative Action in 
20 1984 to evaluate affirmative action efforts of the association over the 
21 last 10 years. The committee considered three major areas dealing with 
22 minorities: national data on minority representation, leadership at the 
23 national level of ANA, and minority participation in the SNAs. 
24 
25 In the general population of the United-States, as reported in 1984, 
26 minorities represented 29.3 percent of a total population of 226,546,000. 
27 The committee compared this to the percentage of minorities found in the 
28 narsing profession in this country and to the percentage of minorities 
29 found in the American Nurses' Association. Minorities in the nursing 
30 profession. as reported in 1984, represented 7.2 percent of a total of 
31 1,662,400 nurses. Minority nurses who pay dues to the professional 
32 association constituted 6.3 percent of the·total association membership of 
33 184,800. 
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In studying participation of minorities in leadership positions at the 
national level of ANA, the ex>mmittee examined data related to the 
nanination, election, and appoinbnent of officials at the national level 
of the association. Attached to this paper are two figures presen~ing 
these data. No reliable information exists about numbers of minor~ty 
nurses in official positions at ANA prior to 1983. 
In 1984, there were 232 individuals suggested for nomination to the Board 
of Directors, cabinets, and Nominating Committee. Of that number, l7.2 
percent (40) were minority nurses. Sixty-nine of the 232 individuals were 
placed on the slate; of that number 17.3 percent (12) were minorities. 
Twenty-seven of the 69 individuals on the slate were subsequently elected; 
18.5 percent (5) were minorities. In 1984, 184 individuals were su~gested 
for appointment by the Board of Directors to cabinets and committees. Of 
that number, 14.O percent (26) were minority nurses; of the 13 app,.,inted, 
31.0 percent (4) were minorities. 
In 1985, 265 individuals were suggested for nomination to the Board of 
Directors, cabinets, and Nominating Co.J111ittee. Of that number, 18. 9 
percent (SO) were minority nurses. se.~nty-three individuals were placed 
on the slate: of that number, 20.5 percent (15) were minorities. ?hirty-
three of those placed on the sla~e were subsequently elected:· 21.0 ~ercent 
[7) were minorities. In 1985, J · •· individuals were suggested for 1ppoint-
-==IF ct'1 
~~t) 
ment by the Board of Directors to cabinets and committees. Of tha: group, __ _ 
2.0 P:r7ent (2) were minorities; of the 22 appointed, 9.0 percent ,2) were~ 
!!linorities. 'C!.Z} 
From the available data the committee concluded that minorities ar~ 
underrepresented in the profession and in the nurses' association. A 
particular concern is that the number of black nurses in younger age 
groups seems to be decreasing. The committee also found that minority 
representation in leadership positions at the national level of the 
association has been positively influenced by the appointment authority of 
the Board of Directors. 
The third type of data examined by the committee concerned the number of 
minority nurses who hold state nurses' association offices relative to the 
number of minority nurses in the state, and the proportion they compr.ise 
of the total SNA membership. The offices included in the review were 
president, vice president, board member, treasurer, secretary, members of 
groups analogous lio cabinets, committee members or groups analogous to 
councils, task force members, and others. The committee noted that 46 
S?ms reptJrted at least one minority nurse in a leadership pc;sition in 
1984. In 1975 it was reported that 38 SNAs had minorities participating 
in the 1o110rk of the $NA. 'l'he committee reviewed the number of minority 
nurses in leadership positions compared with the number of minority nurses 
in the states and in the SNAs. The committee observed, based on an 
incomplete data base, that there appears to be great variation among SNAs 
in the participation of minorities in leadership positions. Minority 
representation within some SNAs does not seem to reflect the ratio of • 
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minorities to the general populations in the respective states. AlsO,·in 
comparing SNAs with affirmative action programs with data on minority 
representation in SNAs, it does not appear that some affirmative action 
programs are having much impact. On the other hand, at least one SNA 
k~own.to have_a_verr active affirmati~e action program has much more 
minority participation than states with similar minority ratios. Based on 
dat~ available to the committee., the members observed that the publlcati,on 
Affi~mative Action Programming for the Nursing Profession Through the 
American Nurses' Association and related affirmative action activities 
probably h~d no disc~rnible impact on SNAs' minority participation but may 
have contributed to increased minority participation at the national level 
of the association. {The Bibliography includes documents related to 
minority representation in nursing.) It should also be noted that the 
f~regoing observations were drawn from an incomplete data base reflecting 
bits of data from 1980 to the mid-l980s. 
Although the charge to the committee was to review progress on affirmative 
action since 1976, the committee found that lack of data required a shift 
f~om retrc~pective_review to establishment of baseline status of present 
~inority refresentation and consideration for systematic data collection 
1n the future. 
Re. endatiQDS: 
' l#) 
ftat MA through coJJaborJ£tion of t:be Cabinet on Boaan tights 
and the cabinet on Barsing Education develop a plan m eneourage 
recruit•en.t and ret:entloa of llinority st.udent:a :ln nursing. 
...... -
1::, '?bat MA encourage SDa to recruit ainodty nuaea into tbe 
association 11ettt&ahip. 
G"""s; That DA eacoarage SIIAa m identify ai.nozit,:, narsea with 
leadership pot:entia1 and provide the opportunity for cJevel.otaeat of 
this skil1. 
35 
36 That AD encourage SD.a to suggest naaea of alnodty mu:ses 
for naaination to SD and natioaal.-level. pcaitions. 37 \ 
38 s\.... 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
r~ That AD identify ainority nurses with leadership pot:ent.ial. 
and provide the opportunity for c'levelqaent of this skill. 
Tbat AIIA and the SDa evaluate processes through llldch data 
are syat:eutically collected on chuactedatica of SBA ! br:ra in 
order m ut.e infomtion on affiraative acUcn awaUabJe. 
l 
2· 
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4 
s 
Past Bouse Action: 
,, 
1970::Resolution on Nursing Education 
1972.Resolution on Affirmative Action·Progr~ . 
1980 Resolution on Minority Representation 1n Nursing 
Education 
1984 camnitment and Action on Human Rights 
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AMKRICAN HDHSKS t ASSOCIATION 
State.eat of Rationale and Proposed Activities 
l'or PropnsaJs to the 1986 AHA House of Delegates 
Title of Proposal: Affirmative Action in the Nursing Profession 
Submitting SNA o~ ANA Organizational Unit: Cabinet on Human Rights 
A. ls the proposal a new policy or position for the House of Delegates to 
consider, or is it a proposed amendment or reaffirmation of an existing 
policy or position of the association? 
B. 
Reaffirmation of an existing policy. 
If the proposal seeks to amend or reaffirm ANA policy, please cite the 
existing position of the association, including the year of its adoption 
by the association. Provide rationale for seeking changes in existing 
ANA policy 
This proposal seek to reaffirm a resolution adopted by the 1972 ANA House 
of Delegat£:S on an Affirmative Action Program. The association's 
position it. to encourage and promote Affirmative Action Programs on the 
national, ::tate and local levels; and to actively seek grea~er numbers of 
minority g.:oup members in elected, appointed and staff positions within 
ANA and ur;;r. states and districts to do like wise. 
C. Please exp;ain the national significance of the proposal and its 
anticipated consequences for the association, the profession, and the 
public. 
The significance of this proposal is to attract greater numbers of 
minority group nurses in elected, appointed and staff positions within 
ANA and the SNAs. The anticipated consequence is an increase in the 
number of minority nurses in the profession who will mainly work with at 
risk populations. The public would benefit by the increased access and 
quality of health care to this group. 
TO: 
FRc»t: 
DATE: 
RE: 
Margretta M. Styles 
President 
Betty Mitsunaga, Ph.D., R.N., F.A.A.N. 
Chairperson 
Cabinet on Human Rights 
March 12, 1987 
Status of the Cabinet on Human Rights 
On behalf of the Cabinet on Human Rights, I wish to thank you for speaking to 
the cabinet via conference call during its March 5-6, 1987 meeting. The 
cabinet appreciated sharing matters of mutual concern with you. 
As you directed, following is an outline of the cabinet's concerns which were 
discussed during the conference call: 
1. Our first major concern is the current position of the Cabinet on Human 
Rights within the structure and functions of the organization as we 
perceive it. We have acquired the impression that the cabinet is 
considered superfluous. that le. have come full circle historically. 
Without detailing it for you, it seems that we have regressed in terms of 
our status back to the starting point. 
2. This then leads to the second point, the question of:the organization's 
- 2 -
conunitment and sincerity with respect to minorities, both client 
populations and nurses. 
3. The indicators that cause these concerns are several. 
a. One concern is our schedule of meetings. Not only were 111e held to one 
meeting last year, but we are funded for only one two-day meeting this 
year. This precludes any ability on our part to meet our goals much 
less goals that were laid out for us by the House of Delegates. 
Further, we were informed that originally we were scheduled for no 
meetings. We would like some discussion on how that happened. 
b. Another indicator is the lack of a coordinator for the cabinet. This 
has placed an enormous burden on Dr. Trowell-Harris, our senior staff 
specialist, as well as a burden on us in addition to all the 
constraints of a two-day meeting. 
c. A third indicator is the perceived lack of sensitivity to cultural 
diverstiy as evidenced by the limited support given the Council on 
Cultural Diversity. 
4. We have some concerns about the long-range goals and the process employed 
for their development. We had limited opportunity to provide input. 
Given that, we are now asked to change our agenda mid-stream and are 
experiencing some difficulties in terms of fit. We also perceive IIOSt of 
the goals to be self-serving as opposed to serving client populations. In 
addition. without funding for planning meetings. program implementation 
· and follow1-up • .e wonder how we are expected to fulfill our assigned 
responsibilities. 
5. Another concern is how we are to meet our commitments in relation to the 
House of Delegates. One example is the Subcommittee.for Coordinating 
Acquired l11111Une Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS} Activities. AIDS is a public 
health priority internationally and nursing should be taking leadership on 
the issue. The house was specific about what the subconmittee should do. 
yet. we have had no budget and staff support to address the charge given 
us. Have some other groups within ANA been funded to do so? And who will 
assume accountability to the house? 
Another problem identified was one of coR111unication. If the task force is 
to assist in setting goalss the chair of the Cabinet on Human Rights and 
the task force need to be kept informed as to what all organizational 
units are doing and. saying so·we may be united in our response to 
questions regarding ANA1 s response. 
6. Lastly, though not exhaustively, 111e and the Cabinet on Nursing Education 
are concerned about the recruitment and retention of minority students. 
Given the rapid growth of the minority population and the 
underrepresentation of minorities in nursing, the need to recruit and 
retain more minority students in nursing is a serious one. We believe lfE! 
should be wrking with the Cabinet on Nursing Education on this issue, but 
again, without funding, • can do little. However, we have ideas. We are 
aating a request to the Board for funds to do a mailing to nursing 
schools. The request will probably require additional clarification or 
I 
i 
l 
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explanation. but we are told the cabinet chairperson is not funded to 11ake. 
·• an appearance before the board. 
To sum up, we consider ourselves to be a responsible. group but we are unable 
to assume our responsibilities for lack of budget and staff su!)port. 
BM:dp 
nhm7303-95 
AMERICAN NURSES• ASSOCIATION·. 
Susan S. Hartley.Ph.D., R.N. 
Director· 
Statistical and Data Analysis 
FROM: .. Irene Trowell-Harris. Ed.D ... R.N. . . . . 
Senior Staff Specialist. Social and Economic Affairs 
Policy Development and Strategic Planning · · 
DATE: Decenber 3, 1985 
RECEIVED 
UEC 0419B5 
POLICY DEVELOPMENT 
RE: SNA 1985 Survey Questionnaire Recoomendations Including Those· Given 
on November 20. 1985 
Section IV. question 8, page 3, omit the question stem. Revise the heading to· 
read: Human Rights Issues Including Affirmative Action. 
A. As financing for health decreases, many populations are at risk and suffer 
due to the lack of access to care. 
Has your SNA developed/supported/proposed programs dealing with access to care 
for populations at risk? 
Yes 
No 
If yes, describe program or programs. 
B. Does your SNA promote the institutionalization of intercultural concepts 
into schools of nursing curriculums? 
Yes· ___ _ 
No 
If yes, how. 
.. 2 -
C. Does your SHA promote the implementation of intercultural concepts in 
. nursing practice? 
Yes 
No 
If yes, how. 
· D. What steps '"::?s your SNA taken to address problems .of the homeless? · Please. 
specify. 
E. Has your SNA addressed issues of malnutrition and t>unger? 
Yes·----
No 
If yes, how. 
F. Does your SNA promote, the admission and retention of minority nurses in 
educational programs1 
If yes,. through what means? 
If no, why not? 
G. How many nurses did your SNA reco11111end for elected or appointed positions. 
for .19861 
How many minorit,X nurses did your SNA reconmend for elected or appointed 
positions in 1Y861 
' . 
H~ Does your SNA seek out minority nurses to serve on health care or health 
related cOIMlittees. councils, boards,. etc. within the local .• state,. and 
national comunity1 
Yes 
No 
. 
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• 
How many minorities were appointed to such COD111ittees, councils. boards. 
etc. in 19851 
I. In the SNA"s bylaws 
- How many elected positions are identified? 
- How many appointed positions are identified? _ 
J. As of Noveumer 1985 
- How many minorities hold SNA elected positions? 
- How many minorities hold SNA appointed positions?-
- How many men hold SNA elected positions? ___; 
How many men hold SNA appointed positions? 
K. Please check any office, conmittee 1 conmission, council, membership, etc. 
held by minority nurses. 
lnlnediate past president 
President 
- President-elect 
- Vice president 
Treasurer 
- Secretary 
District or regional president 
- Division chairperson 
Council chair 
Conmittee or conmission chair 
- Task force/ad hoc conmittee chair 
- Conmittee/conmission member 
- Other, please specify.~,,.-,--:-~~~=--------------
- Any board member not listed in the above group. 
L. Does your SNA have a human rights/affirmative action conmittee? 
Yes 
No 
Section VII SNA Priorities, page 4, item 11 - Add uHuman Rights Including 
Affirmative Action° and "Support of Increased Minority Enrollment in B.S.N. 
Programs.a 
Section Vlll, page 6, item 13, add "Access to Care for Populations at Rislc, 11 
and "Human Rights and Affirmative Action." 
33. 1984 SNA Survey - Onit 
34. Include this question on the 1985 survey. 
IT-H:Pa:mw 
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American Nurses' Association, Inc. 
2420. Pershing Boad. Kansas City, Missouri 84108 
. (816) 474-5'120 
Eunice R. Cole. R;N. Cables: 
Presklen, Amemurses. U.S.A. 
Ju«ftth A. Yates, RN. 
E~Oirector 
TO: Presidents 
Executive Directors 
Constituent Nurses• Associations · 
FROM: Juanita K. Hunter, M.S.N. 
Chairperson 
Cabinet on HUliian Rights 
DATE: January 13. 1983 
Washington Office: 
110114th Street, N.W. 
Suite 200 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
(202) 789-1800 
The Cabinet on Human Rights is currently in the process of revising its 
affinnative action unit assessment tool that assesses nurses' concerns; 
nurses' concerns about clients; and societal needs in relation to human 
rights concerns. For this reason. the tool and instructions which are 
customarily circulated for the biennial affirmative action unit assessment 
will not be forthcoming at this time. The cabinet believes that a new, 
siq>lier tool will facilitate your affirmative action progress. 
In an effort to keep appraised of your affirmative uction efforts during 
this interim period, the Cabinet on Human Rights would like to receive a 
response to the following: 
1. What body and/or structural arrangement has your 
constituent association identified to address human 
rights concerns? 
2. Provide a list of the purpose and goals identified 
by the above group. 
3. Provide a sunmary of human rights activities which 
have already been implemented. and attach any support 
materials. 
4. State your plans for activities which have already 
been identified for 1983. 
Please respond to Cheryl Thompson, Staff Specialist. at ANA Headquarters no 
later than Hay 1, 1983. Your .assistance in providing this data to the cabinet 
ls greatly appreciated. · 
JKH:CDT:lkm 
;. 
AHA -An Equal Opportunity Employer 
.. . ·-.. 
American Nurses' Association, Inc. 
2420 Pershing.·BoacI. Kansu.City. Mtssoari 84108 
(816) 474~5?20 
Eunice R. Cole. RN. 
Pies~/ 
Judith A. Ryan, Ph.D., RN. 
E.ecut,ve Di1ector 
TO: 
FROM: 
Date: 
RE: 
Executive Committee 
Constituent Forum 
Cabinet on Human Rights 
January 7, 1985 
Re-evaluation of Approaches to Affirmative Action 
WiishingtonOlfice: 
1101. 141n SltMI. N.W. 
Suite 200 
Wclshingtoo. DC 20005 
(202) 789-1800 
The Cabinet on Human Rights is currently involved in re-evaluating its 
appropriate role in affirmative actions given the role of cabinets in 
policy formation and action of the 1984 House of Delegates in support 
of the report entitled Commitment and Action on Human Rights. As a 
part of that evaluation~ the cabinet is interested in what role the 
Constituent Forum might see itself playing in the area of peer review 
for affirmative action. The cabinet provided an SNA award in 1984 to 
allow for transition planning but has not planned to continue that 
particular activity. 
The Cabinet on Human Rights meets January 16-18 9 1985. Any preliminary 
observations from the Constituent Forum Executive Committee would be 
helpful to cabinet discussion at that time. 
LDE:re 
cc: Karen Tucker 
Cheryl Thompson 
~-An Equal Oppor1unaty Employer 
American Nurses• Association 
CABINET ON HUMAN RIGHTS 
OCTOBER 1-2, 1984 
AGENDA ITEM l 4 
ATTACfft1ENT 2· 
TAB NO. 2 
Joint Meeting of the 
Cabinet on Ht.Dian Rights and Committee on Ethics 
March 8, 1q94 
Summary 
On March 8, 1984, the Cabinet on Human Rights and the Committee on Ethics met 
to discuss roles and responsibilities. 
Topics of mutual interest were accountability and responsibility. The Cabinet 
on HUlllall Rights ts accountable to the Board of Directors and reports to the 
House of Delegates. C'!abinet responsibilities include evaluating trends and 
issues in the area of human rights and establishing a plan of operation for 
such responsibilities as developing standards, recommending policies and 
providing for dissemination of information. 
'r'be Camrlttee on Ethics is accountable to the House of Delegates and reports 
to the Board of Directors. Committee on Ethics responsibilitles are: 
1. Formulating revisions of the.Code fo~ Nurses and recommending them to 
the House of Delegates 
2. Providing for dissemination of the Code for Nurses and 9romoting 
application of the code 
3. Interpreting the Code for Nurses. 
The Committee on Ethics chairperson discussed the cabinet's role in helpinq 
implement number l, and number 11 of the code. The Code for Nurses is 
patient/client oriented. It does not specifically address the human rights of 
nurses as a group. 
ttRW:ac:09 
03/29/84 
04/05/84 
06/04/84 
09/11/84 
· American Nurses' Associa,tion, Inc. 
2420 Pershing Road. Kansas City. Missouri 64108 
(818) 474-5720 
Eunice R. Cole. A.N. 
Presioent 
Judith A. Ryan. Ph.D., R.N. 
Director 
TO: tabinet on Human Rights 
FROM: Irene Trowell-Harris, Ed.D., R.N. dl.1ff 
Senior Staff Specialist, Social and Economic Affairs 
Policy Development and Strategic Planning 
DATE: January 6, 1986 
RE: SHA Affinnative Action Award 
Wa5hington Office: 
1101 14th Street, N.W. 
Suite 200 
· Washington, D.C. 20005 
(202) 78!H800 
The Board of Directors Conmittee on Unit Assessment/Affinnative Action 
has accepted the responsibility for administering the SNA Affirmative 
Action Award. The Cabinet on Human Rights has been asked to help develop 
criteria for this award. 
Attached is a list of criteria used in 1984, when the award was last made. 
Please review and return to me with your comients no later than January 17. 
I will review your suggestions with the conmittee prior to mailing the 
call for nominations on January 24. 
IT-H:PB:kc 
Enclosure 
AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION 
Criteria for Selection of Affinnative Action Winner 
The Board of Directors Comittee on Unit Assessment/Affirmative Action 
awards, each biennium, the constituent state nurses' association 
demonstrating the following criteria for Human Rights Affinnative Action 
progra111Tiing policy: . 
1. Affirmative action policy which directs and 
emphasizes a continuing need for multicultural 
awareness, and equal treatment af ethnic 
minorities both consumer and provider of health 
care. 
. 
2. Affirmative action policy which ha~al 
far ultimat~ly impro. vi-Ro~e quality of care 
provided to ethnic mi~~ies. 
3. Affirmative action progranming which provides 
equal opportunity and equal access to career 
and educational opportunities to ethnic minorities. 
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American Nurses' Association, Inc. 
2420 Pershing Boad. Kansas City. Missouri 64108 
(816) 474-5720 
Eunice R Cole. R.N. 
Juciltl A. Ryan. Ph.D~ R.N. 
&eaJl,o,eDti-ec:w 
January 7, 1986 
Marian Davis Whiteside, M.P.H., R.N. 
1415 Lord Foxley Drive 
Greensboro, NC 27405 
Dear Ms. Davis: 
Washington Ollice: 
1101 14Ih Street, NW. 
SuitP. 200 
washingl(!U. DC. 20005 
(202) 789 I~ • 
The ANA Cabinet on Human Rights and Board of Directors Committee on 
Unit Assessment/Affinnative Action are working together to develop 
criteria for the SNA Affinnative Action Award. Dr. Juanita Hunter, 
chairperson of the Cabinet on Human Rights, has suggested-·thaf you 
are a valuable source of historical information concerning this award. 
The board conmittee agreed at its December 1985 meeting to administer 
this honorary award. In order to present the award at the convention 
in June, the call for nominations must.go out to SNAs in January. 
We are, therefore, somewhat pressed for time, but would appreciate any 
conments or assistance you are able to offer the cabinet and board 
conmittee as we develop the criteria for this award. 
I have attached a copy of the criteria used in 1984, when the award 
was last made. Thank you for any help you can offer. 
Very truly yours, 
~2"1-••""--~ 
Irene Trowell-Harris, Ed.D., R.N. 
Senior Staff Specialist, Social & Economic Affairs 
Policy Development and Strategic Planning 
IT-H:PB:kc 
Enclosure 
cc: Juanita K. Hunter 
Annie Carter 
Pat Bast 
ANA - An Equal. Opportunity Employer 
TO: 
FROM: 
American Nurses' Association, Inc. 
2420 Pershing Road, Kansas City. Missouri 64108 
(816) 474-5720 
Eunice R. Cole. R.N. 
President 
Judith A. Ryan. Ph.D .• R.N. 
E:itecut;ve Director 
Juanita K. Hunter, Ed.D., R.N. 
Chairperson 
Cabinet on Human Rights 
Eunice R. Cole, B.S., R.N. 
President 
DATE: January 3, 1986 
RE: Action of the ANA Board of Directors, December 1985 
'Nashingtan Office: 
1101 14th Street N.W. 
Suite 200 
Washington. D.C 20005 
(202) 789-1800 
On behalf of the ANA doard of Directors, I want to thank you for your report to the 
board on the activities of the Cabinet on Human Rights. 
The board approved the cabinet's recornnendation that the responsibility of administering 
the biennial SNA affirmative action award be assigned to the Board Conmittee on Unit 
Assessment/Affirmative Action. The conmittee wi 11 then make its recolllllE!ndation to the 
Conmittee on Honorary Awards (as is procedure for all awards co111Dittees) for a reco111Den-
dation to the Board of Directors. The board appreciates the offer of assistance from a 
member of the cabinet in development of criteria for evaluating the SNAs' activities/ 
programs for the presentation of the award. 
The Board of Directors recognizes that nursing and ethical issues surrounding AIDS need 
to be dealt with and collJ11unicated as the nursing profession has a tremendous impact on 
the care of AIDS patients. The board is encouraging state nurses• associations to work 
with state officials in seeking nursing representation on state AIDS task forces. In 
order to provide for a consultant(s) to work with organizational units and staff to 
coordinate ANA program activities related to AIDS, $3,000 was approved in the 1986 
budget. 
In related action of concern to the cabinet, the board directed that a statement be 
included in the call for nominations for ANA elections and appointments which emphasizes 
the special need for increased involvement of minority nurses at the national level of 
the association. The Employee Relations Conmittee will continue to monitor and advocate 
minority representation among ANA staff. 
The board looks forward to future reports of the cabinet and wishes you all a bright and 
promising new year. 
ERC:KS:mw 
cc: Lyndall D. Eddy, M.P.A., R.N., director, Policy Development and Strategic Planning 
Irene Trowell-Harris, Ed.O., R.N.~ senior staff specialist, Social and Economic 
Affairs · 
Pat Bast, coordinator, Governance Support Services 
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ANA - An Equal Opportunity Employer 
American Nuxses' .... ~ssociation, Inc. 
2420 Pershing Boad. Kaasas City. Missouri 84108 
(816) 474.5720 
Eunice R. Cole. R.N. 
Pnts.<lent 
Judith A. Ryan. Ph.D •• R.N. 
&«:ItNeDim:lor 
TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
Ellen Manchester, R.N. 
Chairperson . . . 
Cabinet on Economic and General Welfare 
Juanita K. Hunter, Ed.D., Ri#N. 
Chairperson 
Cabinet on Human Rights 
Novenber 9, 1984 
washington Office: 
1101 14th Street, N.W. 
Suite 200 
Washington, O.C. 20005 
(2.02) 789-1800 
RE: Effects of Financial Cutbacks on the Employment Status of 
Historically Underrepresented Nurses 
At its October meeting, the Cabinet on Human Rights reviewed !nd then 
discussed the report adopted by the 1984 House of Delegates,. Report 
on Access and Recognition for Services of Nu~es s'1 and questioned what 
effect, if any, financial cutbacks may be havmg on the employment of 
historically underrepresented nurses. 
In the past, underrepresented nurses have been among the_firs~ to be_ 
affected by layoffs and reduced work schedules. _Th€; ~abmet is see~rng 
infonnation that might substantiate concerns of 1nd1v1duals that this 
is happening at this time. Does the Cabinet on Economic and Gener~l 
Welfare have any data that would support or dispute these concerns. 
The Cabinet on Human Rights appreciates your attention to this query, 
and looks forward to your response. 
JKH:KST:mvc 
cc: Lyndall O. Eddy 
Barbara A. Caspers 
Karen S. Tucker 
Karen R. Wi 1 son 
(~i-1 
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American Nurses' Association7 Inc. 
2420 Pershing Boad. Kansas City. M:luo1U'i 84108 
CB18l 474•5'720 W3shingt0n Office: 
1101 141n Street N.W. 
Suite 200 Eunice R. Cole. R.N. 
Washing10n. o.c.. 20005 
l202) 789-1800 
PresJdent 
Judith A. Ryan, Ph.D .• R.N. 
~~Direc1or 
TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 
M. Elaine Wittmann, Ed.D., R.N. 
Chairperson 
Coll!'llittee on Bylaws ·. r,f 
Juanita K. Hunter, Ed.D., R.N. 
Chairperson 
Cabinet on Human Rights 
November 9, 1984 
Proposals for Amendments to ANA Bylaws 
At its October 1-2, 1984 meeting, the Cabinet on Human Rights met with 
Linda Shinn, director, Division of Constituent Affairs, and was advised 
of the Comnittee on Bylaws intent to propose an amendment to Article II, 
Section 3, that additional language be added to provide for human rights 
and affinnative action programs. Ms. Shinn asked for cooment from the 
cabinet on this proposal. The cabinet is supportive of this proposal 
and passed the following motion: 
That the Cabinet on Human Rights recofflllend that the Conmittee 
on Bylaws consider submitting a proposal to the 1985 House of 
Delegates, that in Article IV, section 3a, an additional 
statement be added to read, 118. provide for human rights and 
affinnative action program. 11 
As the cabinet was reviewing the ANA Bylaws, as amended by the 1984 
House of Delegates, several members were confused about Article IV, 
Section 10, and had questions as to whether or not this section pertains 
to officers, members of the Board of Directors, and ANA cabinets. As a 
result of this discussion, the following motion was passed: 
That the Cabinet on Human Rights recOOlllend that the Conmittee on 
Bylaws review the following proposal for submission to the 1985 
House of Delegates: that the title of Article IV. Section 10, 
be changed to read, "Nominations and Elections for Officers, 
Board of Directors, and Cabinets, 11 to clarify the purpose of 
this section. 
If you have any questions about either of these proposals, please let me 
··know. Thank you for your consideration of these requests. · • 
JkH: KST :mvc 
cc: Lyndall D. Eddy, M.P.A., R.N. 
ANA- An Equal Oppotluruty Employer 
American Nurses' Association, Inc. 
2420 Persh:lng Boad. Kansas City. Missouri 64108 
(816) 474-5720 
Eunice R_ Cole. R.N. 
Ptesic1enl 
Judith A. Ryan. Ph.D .. R.N. 
TO: 
Execu!ive Daectot 
Jean Steel, M.S., R.N.,C. 
Chairperson 
Cabinet on Nursing Practice 
FROM: Juanita Hunter, Ed.D., R.N. 
Chairperson 
Cabinet on Human Rights 
DATE: October 18, 1984 
Washington Office: 
1101 14th Street, NW. 
Suite 200 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
(202) 789-1800 
RE: Proposed Guidelines for lnterorganizational Relationships 
The Cabinet on Human Rights was pleased to have the o~po~unity to ~view. 
and conment on the Proposed Guidelines for Interorganuat,onal Relat10nsh1ps 
at its October, 1984 meeting. 
Memers of the cabinet were impressed with the work of the C~binet on 
Nursing Practice on helping the association establish guide!1ne~ for 
establishing and maintaining relationships with other organ1zat1ons. . 
Cabinet memers did note that the category of Level One may be too restr1c-
tive if representation is limited to a seat 11on.the gove~ing body" of 
another organization. We suggest that you cons1der amend1ng the languag~ 
to read •within the structure of that organization" to provide more flex1~ 
bility for relationships with those organizations whei:-e it might be 
inappropriate for ANA to be represented on the govennng body. 
In reviewing the category Level Two, cabinet members discuss~d ANA's 
history of providing testimony on issues of coJ11110n concern w1th other 
organizations and suggested that this provision be added to Level Two. 
On behalf of the Cabinet on Human Rights, I cOOIIIE!nd the efforts of the 
cabinet on Nursing Practice to help clarify an area of COf!Cern that ~as 
been difficult for organizational units to confront. Agarn,_the_ca~rnet 
appreciates the opportunity to conment on this document and1s w11l1ng to 
offer additional assistance, if necessary. 
JH:KT:dh 
ANA - An Equal Opportunity Employer 
American Nurses' Association, Inc. 
2420 Pershing Road. Kansas City. Missouri 84108 
(818) 474-5720 
Eunice A. Cole, RN. 
Ptesiiienr 
Judith A. Ryan. Ph.D .• R.N. 
£xecuwe D1tecu,, 
TO: Kathleen Montgomery, B.S.N., R.N. 
Chairperson 
Co11111ittee on Conmittees 
FROM: Juanita Hunter, Ed.D.s R.N. 
Chairperson 
Cabinet on Human Rights 
DATE: October 19,,. 1984 
RE: Nominations Process for Appointed Officials 
'Nashinglon Office; 
1101 141h s:reet. N.W. 
Suite200 
washington, DC 20005 
(202) 789-1800 
At its October 1-2, 1984 meeting. the Cabinet on Human Rights discussed the 
need for a different process for making nominations to the Board of Direc-
tors for appointment of cabinet IDl?mbers and Conmittees of the House of 
Delegates prior to the elections. 
In 1984, organizational units were asked to submit names to the board for 
appointed positions before the elected composition of the designated 
organizational units had been detennined and announced. The cabinet found 
it most difficult to make nominations that would assist the board in making 
appointments that would provide for adequate geographical and ethnic 
minority representation and representation from the desired areas of 
expertise. 
Therefore. the following motion was made and passed by the cabinet: 
That the cabinet request that the Co111J1ittee on C011111ittees look at 
the procedure used for making rec011111endations to the Board of 
·oirectors for appointments prior to the announcement of election 
results. 
The cabjnet is concerned from a human rights perspective that proper repre-
sentation on all cabinets must be assured. and the procedure used in 1984 
did not allow for that assurance. 
Thank you for your consideration of this suggestion. 
JH:KT:dh 
cc: Lyndall D. Eddy. M.P.A., R.N. 
Robert Piemonte. Ed.D .• R.N. 
Karen Keithley 
Karen Tucker ANA - An Equal Opportunity Employer 
American Nurses' Association, Inc. 
2420 Pershing Boad. Kansas City, Miasouri·.84108 
C816) 474-5720 
Eunice A. Cole. A.N. 
Juailh A Ryan. Ph.D .• R.N. 
&ecutlllf! D11eca:ir 
TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
Bertha M. Gipp, 8.S.N., R.N. 
Tessie Wilkerson, M.S.N., R.N. 
Lula Whigham-Marable, M.A., R.N.,C.S., C.N.A.A. 
Irene Trowell-Harris, Ed.D., R.N •. ,-;j~ 
Senior Staff Specialist ":f 
Social and Economic Affairs 
April 3, 1986 
Wasl'lmgton Office: 
1101 14th Street. N.W. 
Suite 200 
Washington. D.C. 20005 
(202) 789-1800 
RE: Background Information on the Definition of Minority and 
Human Rights 
Enclosed is the ~ackground information to be utilized by the work group 
to_develt?P a_pol1c~ statement on human rights and define the term "minority". 
Th1s act1on 1s to 1mplement the Subconmittee on Affirmative Action's 
recomnendation that the Cabinet on Human Rights develop a policy statement 
on_h~n righ~, inc1uding what human encompasses. The plan is to submit 
th1s 1nformat1on to the Board of Directors in 1987. 
IT-H:PB:dp 
Enclosures 
cc: Pat Bast 
1 
l 
4.2 Professional Policies 
CABINET ON HUMAN RIGHTS 
SUBCCNIITTEE ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 
NOVEMBER 30 - DECEMBER 1, 1984 
AGENDA ITEM 3.4.2 
4.2.1 Definition of the Tera "Minarit;t' 
The definition of -minority• has been atteq,ted by the 
association, either directly or indirectly, a nwd:Jer of time 
in recent years. Forces encouraging such attempts have 
included: 1) the need to collect data on association 
meni:Jership, 2) the need to track effects of affirmative action 
efforts, 3) the need to raise awareness of the majority about 
human rights and affirmative action as they pertain to 
minorities both within and outside the association, and 4) the 
needs of individuals lllho consider themselves to be meni>ers of 
an unrecognized minority. 
•Indirect• definitions were published in 1975 (Affirmative 
Action Programming for the Nursing Profession}: 
Affirmative action for non-discrimination is the 
elimination of discrimination on the grounds of race, 
color, or national origin against persons ldto are actual 
or potential recipients of the service of, or who are 
actual or potential participants in, a given organization 
or institution. 
Aff;rmative action for equal eq,lo_yment opportunity is 
the elimination of discrimination against minorities and 
others previously treated unfairly by the employment. 
policies and practices of a given organization or 
institution. 
More directly, in 1980, the Comission on tllman Rights defined 
minority as •those ~ersons who are unable to take advantage of 
existing social\ cu tura1, and econOlllic ap9ortunities because 
of systematic d scriminat1on, exclusion an abridgement of 
r.i;hts whether covert or overt on the basis of race, creed, 
co or, sex, lifestyle, physical disability or age. 
_The Coamission on Human Rights report to the 1982 House 
of Delegates spoke to equal opportunity and human rights 
for those persons who are unable to take advantage of 
existing social, and econ011ic fuportunities because of 
s¥stematic discrimination, excusion1 and abridgement of r,1nts on the basis of race, physica disability, creed, co or, lifestyle; sex or age. 
continued ••• 
• 
• 
CABINET OH HUMAN RIGHTS 
OCTOBER 1-2.1984 
MiENDA ITEM 4.2 
(continued) --
In the analysis of Nursing: A Social Policy Statement . 
CQ11Pleted by the cabinet on Septeaiier 1983 the cabinet spoke 
to -.inorities•. 1.e. poor rural, elderly. etc.• and 
elsewhere referenced •populations other than middle-class . 
Merica ••• the elderl handicao the oor hi -risk 
~lations, me ,ca y indigent, unenp oyed, an women an 
chi .dren. • 
Also on September 14, 1983, the cabinet's Comittee to Revise 
Affirmative Action Policies agreed that •redefining minority 
is counter productive at this time. This is because there are 
111ltiple minorities; the term is over used; it reinforces . 
differences among huan beings in a negative fashion; it 
· 1111>Hes that the onus is on the recipient of society•s 
injustices rather than the impact of·these injustices on those 
individuals; the traditional definition of minority carries a 
less than equal connotation; it has been a word used to refer 
to people of color, universally. while the reality is that 
these groups comprise 80 per cent of the world·population.• 
lhis report was ac:c:epted by the cabinet in the Septeni>er 15-
16, 1983 meeting of the cabinet. 
The Board of Directors Coamittee on Coamittees, at its 
Decelber 1983 meeting, raised a question about identification 
of religion as a minority. 
In Apri 1 1984, staff responded to an inquiry about the absence 
of reference to religion in minority definition and both 
officials and staff have had subsequent verbal and written 
ccaunications on this matter. 
Does the cabinet wish to review its various approaches to . 
defining minority in view of either the; a) 1984 Report on 
Comitment and Action on Human Rights or; b) inquiries related 
to religion as a minority category? 
. STAFF RESOURCE: Lynda 11 · D. Eddy 
• 
Subject: Review of Status of 
Mpointments 
The conmittee reviewed the status of 
appointments of board members made 
by the AHA Board of Directors since 
the 1982 Convention. 
Subject: Review of Geogra(hical 
Distribution of lected 
and Appointed Officials 
The corrmittee reviewed the geo-
graphical distribution of elected 
and appointed officials. noting 
those constituents that are under-
represented. 
Ject: Review of Minority 
Members Among Elected 
and Appointed Officials 
The conmittee reviewed the report of 
minority members among elected and 
appointed officials. 
The chair noted that •religion• was 
not added as a minority identifica-
tion on the report as was discussed 
by the ANA Board of Directors. 
Staff advised the tOlllllittee that the 
board referred this item to the 
Cabinet on tunan Rights for 
consideration and that the cabinet 
declined recognizing religion as an 
identification of a minority. . 
The coamittee directed staff to· 
include the laerican Nurses• 
Foundation Board of Trustees members 
and the N-CAP Board of Trustees 
members in the calculation of 
percentages of elected and appointed 
officials. 
t9.u::, I 3 t- I~ .J l1 g3 
t3oos ~(>l_ 
Staff was directed to verify the 
act;on of the Board of Directors and 
Cabinet on Hunan Rights on the 
suggestion to add •religion• as a 
minority identification. 
.... 
I 
,~, 
APR 19 1984 
American Nurses' Association, Inc. 
2420 Pershing Boad. Kansa• City. Misaouri 84108 
(818) 474-5720 
Judilfl A. Ayar- Pn.0 .• Fi.N 
~~-.:r 
TO: Elaine E. Beletz, Ed.O., R.N., F.A.A.N. 
FROM: 
DATE: 
Member 
AHA Board of Directors 
Karen R. Wi 1 son ., l , : r 4,.,1-t~ 
Coordinator f- l/lf 
Governance Support Services 
April 19, 1984 
RE: Request for Information on Definition of Minority 
Was."lington Otf,ce. 
1101 14\11 Street. N.W. 
~uite 200 
wasrung1on. DC. 20005 
{202) 789-1800 
Kaye Sullivan asked me to respond to your request for information on the 
Cabinet on Human Rights' consideration of including "religion*' as a minority 
identification. 
Enclosed is a copy of a September 14, 1983 meeting su111T1ary of the Cabinet on 
Human Rights COlll!littee to Revise Affirmative Action Policies. This cotrmittee 
considered the board's request and recorrmended that 11minority11 not be rede-
fined at this time. The Cabinet on Human Rights accepted the report of the 
conmittee at their September 15-16, 1983 meeting, and did not take any other 
action on this issue. 
Also enclosed is the sumnary of the December Conmittee on Comnittees meeting 
where it was reported that the Cabinet on Human Rights did not take any 
action on this request. 
If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact Kaye Sullivan 
or ~self. 
KRW:mvc 
cc: Juanita Hunter, Ed.D., R.N. 
Kaye Sullivan 
Enclosures 
bee: Eunice Cole· 
Lyn Eddy/ 
i 
AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION 
Cabinet on Human Rights 1 
Conmittee to.Revise Affirmative Action Policies 
September 14, 1983 
Sunmary of Meeting 
The Cabinet on Humar. Rights• Coomittee to Revise Affirmative Action Policies 
met in Kansas City September 14, 1983. Present were Juanita K. Hunter, Ed.D., 
R.N., chairperson; Marian Davis Whiteside~ M.P.H •• R.N., vice-chairperson; and 
David Waldron, R.N., secretary. Staff was Lyndall D. Eddy, M.P.A. 1 R.N. 
The consnittee considered a variety of elements that provided the context for 
their discussion on human rights and affinnative action policies. These 
included the following: 
1. The United Nation's Universal Delcaration of Human Rights 
2. History of the dissolution of the National Association of Colored 
Graduate Nurses and ANA's conmitment to absorb its functions 
3. An audio tape on human rights produced by the Stanley Foundation -- ...... 
4. Varied conceptions of conmon terms, e.g., minority, affirmative action 
5. The need to foc~s on conditions responsible for inequities and 
injustices rather than on minority groups 
6. The fact that minority groups constitute an 80% •patchwork• majority 
7. ANA Bylaws, Pennsylvania Nurses• Association Bylaws, •state of the 
Art• association activitiess and the lack of implementation and 
enforcement mechanisms 
As a part of the cabinet's continuing reassessment of human rights and 
affirmative action the c0111t1ittee recognized the need for revision of multiple 
frames of reference into a . global aoal-directed statement on · human rights 
which can~ supported by the association's me.~oership. 
Out of this r<?cognition emerged the agreement by the conmittee that redefining 
minority is counter productive at this time. This is because there are 
multiple minorities; the term is over used; it reinforces differences among 
human beings in a negative fashion; ·it implies that the onus is on the 
recipient of society's injuctices rather than on the impact of these 
injuctices on those individuals; the traditional definition of minority 
carries a 1ess than equal connotation; it has been a word ·used to refer to 
people of color .. universally. while the reality is that these groups comprbe 
80 per cent of the world population. 
' -2-
The global statement should address the following: 
A. History and need 
B. Responsibility/accountability for'.categories of human-rights 
1} political/civil 
2) social/cultural/economic 
3) group (environment, etc.) 
C. Standards for human rights and treatment. internal and external to ANA 
D. Accessibility 
E. Equity 
F. Appropriateness 
6. Distribution of resources 
Benefits to be derived from such a statement include clarity of focus on human 
rights goals, a universal or base line from which to work, increased potential 
for coordination of efforts, and increased chances for goal achievement. 
In r~gard to its task to revise the affirmative action tool. ·the conmittee 
agreed to recomiend to the cabinet that consideration of revision of the unit 
assessment tool be deferred and that the four questions submitted to state 
nurses associations {see Dr. Hunter's memo January 13, 1983) continue to be 
used pending development of a global statement on human rights and related 
strategic plans. 
LDE:KT:js:29:1 
10-17-83 
. / 
.,,, . . I ' American Nurses' Assoc1at1on, nc. 
2420 ~ershing Road. Kansas City. Missouri 64108 
(816) 474-5720 
;:.:--.ct:"'·~- FUii. Ca:11es: 
.a.memufSl!SU.S.A 
- .,:i;e::, A. Yates. R.N. 
~;:,,,.c,r 
TO: Presidents 
Executive Directors 
Constituent Nurses• Associations 
Juanita K. Hunter, H.S.N. 
Chai~erson 
Caoin~t on Human Rights 
J;inua ry 13 • 1983 
:,ha: ~ociy and/er str:,ct:Jral ar~~nt;~!rtent !':as :,10ul" 
· t·c• .... .. t~.-.·~~-~ t~ aaares5 ~t..~an ::ms:~ t:.ie!l't .iss~c1a • f. • 
r-~ ;n ~s c:nc:!!"!'lS? 
p~~ide a ]ist of t~e pur;:cse anc g~ai~ iGentii~~~ 
~y aoove g~uo. 
. ·•. h~ C."'I 9~~ice a sun..tarJ cf hu~~n ~~cnts ac~1v1~1es w • 
~avo. al~e:oy bean ~mole!l".entea: and a::3ch any su~cor~ 
:r.a::Mals. 
wasnin~::1 Office: 
1101 urn SltHL N.W. 
Suite 200 -
-wasn,n;:cn. 0.C. 2CC05 
atJ2) 78!t-':!C!l 
Smject am DiSCllSSicn 
Sd)je:::t: Task Poree ta Beri.se 
Affirmtive Actiai 
Policies Rept 
-+-
1'be cabinet received the report of 
its Ccllllittee tD Revise Affumative 
!ctial Policies of Septe•t,e.c 14, 
1983, and discussed at leD;ith the 
elements that sbculd be incJuded in 
a statement en luDan rights that can 
be> SIJPPXtel by the associatial. 
The cabinet discussed the 
p:mibility of establisbirr; a 
natiaJal award re::ognizi.niJ the 
a::ntribut:iocs of grwps or 
individnaJs ~-..am J,Xaaoting and 
hllllan ·rights. 
'l'be cabinet discussed its cat-
timed role in awarding the 
tltit AnsessnwMt-,/.Affb:mative 
Actial Award. Given its policy-
mking respa:isibilities, the cabinet 
gJeSticned that this activity llight 
r:a, be mere dJNLClptiately carried 
a.it. by the Comcil en Intercul-
t:ural Nursing. 
Sl:trject: tiaiscn Activities 
'l'be cabinet received repocts af 
liaism activities in lihich 
cabinet Babers participated al 
bebaJf of the asscciaticn, m-
c:ludiniJ the Stb Anmal Gir// 
Ieilbian Bealth Confe.an::e (David 
Waldren) am tbe Martin Lut:ber 
King, Jr. March (Gleda Green Ridley). 
kticn 
'l'be cabinet ao::ept2d the report of tbe 
ca.ittee to Revise Affi.aative Act:icn 
P:ll.icies with the reo 11111etldatiat tbat 
a g.klba]., ~-du'fStAd ~tat::ement a, 
haaan rights be developed for 
presentaticn to the 1984 Ar& B:xJse of 
Delegates. 
'1'be cabinet clR:'Cov81 the c:amd.ttee•s 
rea::mnematiai tbat c:cnrlderatiat of 
revision af the unit assessment tcol 
be deferred am tbat tbe fcur 
questi.cns sutmittlE!d ta state nacses• 
ass::ciaticns by mea:xandm. JamaJ:y 13, 
1983, frc:m Juanita amter CDltime to 
be used pen:ling develq:ment of a 
g1a:,a1 sta.t:enent m 1Eaan rights am 
related strab!gic plans. 
Discussiai of. develaplent of a 
nati.a'lal hunan rights award was 
deferred until the next meetiDJ of tbe 
cabinet. 
1'be cabinet directed t:bat a letter af 
inquiJ:y. be sent to the Cmnci 1 en 
Intereultural NursiDj to aplore t.be 
c:xxmcil •s interest :iD assaPiDJ 
responsibility for. amding the On.it 
Assesslent/Affimstive Actia1 PMu:d. 
'l'be cabinet appcuved the fal.J.a..dDJ 
recs 11eedat:iai: 
'l'hat the Cabinet al &man Rights 
send a letter to tbe Na Beard of 
Directors expcessinJ d:isapp,tntment. 
tbat Ala was not a mxe visible 
pcesence at the Martin Luther 
• 
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Baine E. Beletz, EJ. D .• R.N., f AAN. 
1000 Conesioqa Rood. Apt. B-328 
ROSE111ont, PenllSIJlvania 19010 
Cabinet on Human Rights 
c/o Dr. Jaunita Hunter, Chair 
American Nurses Association 
2420 Pershing Road 
Kansas City, Missouri 64108 
Dear Colleagues: 
September 20, 1984 
I wish to take the opportuniLy to express my sincere appreciation for 
your nomination of me to the ANA nominating committee for re-election 
as director. I truly feel honored and privileged by your action • 
The need to have people on the Board of Directors who are sensitive to 
the needs and rights of different racial and ethnic groups is unquestionable 
and was reinforced during this last Board meeting. 
Approximately four years ago I sent a letter to the Board of Directors 
regarding the need to be sensitive to the needs and messag~ conveyed 
to Jewish nurses when public meetings were sheduled on the Jewish High 
Holidays. My request to the Board and staff was to not reinforce 
a stereotyped image of antisemitism in organized nursing. To my dismay 
and chagrin I discovered that this plea went unheaded and that the 
possibility of holding a Board of Directors meeting in 1985 on Yom 
Kippur was both considered and though not chosen it lilaS listed as 
a possibility on Board materials. The message was quite clear. It 
was clearly identified that September 25~ 1985 was Yom Kippur and implied 
that the Board may wish to disregard this and choose this date as an 
alternative for the proposed date. I did point out the insensitivity 
of this. A few Board members were sympathetic and comforting and the 
Board did unanimously pass a motion that would prevent this on future 
occasions. It reminded me of how unfortunate it is in this Country 
of the need to pass laws to rectify injustices to insure that which 
should come naturally. It is also my belief that the lack of a 
spontaneous apology or even a delayed one publically or privately 
on the part of the President and the Executive Director is a telling 
statement in and of itself • 
I share this incident with you to reinforce that if I am re-elected 
you may be assured that I will do my best to be sensitive to and protect 
human rights in this Association. 
Again thank you and best personal regards to each of you. 
Amttican Nurses' Association,. Inc. 
Internal Cottespom:knce 
2 October 
To: Lyn 
From: Cmthia L Cumek. M.S.N .• R.N. 
Dinxtor. Of£ice of Legislati\-e Affairs 
Dh-ision of House, Board, and Cabinet Affairs 
Donna Richardson phoned back - she has checked 
with Assistant General Cou~c!l -.Office of 
Civil Rights - Office of Cw1l R~ghts cu~ren~ly 
. does not have a standard definit10n of m1nor1ty -
has not been able to develop one beca~s~ of 
controversy around issue - (sound fam1l1ar ....... ) 
The Small Business Administratio~ has classified 
Hasidic Jews (the most conservative) a~ a 
minority for the purposes of small bus1ness 
administration matters. 
Sorry~ most we can document is that the 
federal governmei:t is having many of the 
same difficulties we are ..•••.. 
Review of. Tasks 
1. Review and Revision of the Word Minority and Q!~~_r Key Terms 
At the December 4-5, 1982 meeting, the executive conmittee agreed th~t key 
terms needed tobe defined and incorporated into a glossary. Sources were 
identified · which might be of assistance to this task (see Reyiew of 
Materials}. The Board of Directors at its May 1983 meeting agreed to 
request that the Cabinet on Human Rights consider including ••religion .. it1 
the definition of minority. See attached memo dated June 21,. 1983. 
2. l!_evisiQ!!__qf_Unit Assessment Tools 
Minutes of the December 4-5, 1982 meeting of the Executive Conmittee of 
the· Cabinet on Human Rights reflected the co111nittee 1 s revie..,, and 
discussion around the 1980-82 unit assessment reports and revision of the 
tool. That portion of the minutes is attached here. 
For your information, the Board of Directors• Affirmative Action Conmittee 
has reviewed the Affirmative Action Record Keeping Form and its relatio,1 
to the nominating~ electing, and appointing processes. That committee 
anticipates incorporating the tool or a similar tool into the nominations 
manual. 
3. Honorary Awards Nominations 
!t was agreed that this committee would offer nominations fc:- honorary 
awards on behalf of the Cabinet on Human Rights. Grayce Sill!" re~uested 
that the following suggestions be presented for your consideration: 
Honorary Recognition - Barbara Nichols 
Mary Mahoney - Lauranne.Sims · 
Pearl Mclver - Gloria Smith.\•. . 
. . ~~.JJ 
<yi,,-..,-i-v 
• 
DEFINITION OF ''MINORITY" 
1/25/83 Page 19 
DB.APT:CDT2RT.33 
The word l'minority1 " as used in this paper, is based upon the definition 
developed and adopted by the Cabinet on Human Rights in September 1980, "those 
persons who are unable to take advantage of existing. social, cultural, and 
econallic opportunities because of· systematic discrimination, exclusion and 
abridgement of rights whether covert o~ overt on the basis of race, creed, 
color, sex, lifestyle, physical disability or age. n 
The task force recognizes the serious limitations and disadvantages to using 
. 
thia tem; however, it is used here in lieu of a better word. The task force 
wo..ld choose another word, if it exists, or invent one because of the 
following reasom: (l) Thia definition implies that the onus is on the 
recipients of society's injustices, :ather than the impact of these inJustices 
on those individuals; (2) The task force is concerned about the less than equal 
com1oucion that the traditional definition of the word "minority" carries; 
(3) The task force also believes the word is a misnomer when used to define the 
aggr!ga::e of those groups embodied in the above definition; (4) "Minority" over 
the pa.st two decades bas been a word used to refer to people of color, uni-
versally, while the reality is that these groups comprise 80 percent of the 
world population.. 
CDT:'lllh:33 
1/25/83 
I inois 
Nurses 
ssociation 
.line 18, 1984 
----------------------------------
.banita K. Hunter, EdO, .RN, Chairperson 
Cabinet on Human Rights 
Ameri con Nurses hsociation 
2420 Pershing Road 
Kansas City, Missouri 64108 
Dear Dr. 1-l,nter: 
At its . .lme 6 meeting the Illinois Nurses Association Commission on 1-bman Rights and 
Ethics disa,ssed Elaine Beletz's letter and the summary of the September 14, 1983 meet-
ing of the Committee to Revise Affirmative Actiai Policies. 
. The Commission strongly supports the need for revision of the statement an human rights 
in the summary which reads: · 
"k part of the Cabinet's continuing reassessment of human rights and affinna-
tive action the ·c:ammittee recognized the need for revision of multiple frames 
of reference into a global goal-directed statement on human rights which can 
be supported by the association's membership. 11 
We urge that the revision explicitly include religion, race and gender. 
The Commission also questioned discussion point 16 - The fact that minority groups con-
stitute an 80% ''patchwork'1 maiority. One would question the ability of minorities to 
coalesce into a 11patchwork 11 rnaiority, given the present social constn:lints which are in 
force today. 
Thank you for your aHention to this matter. 
S. incerely "\)rs, Q . . ~'--~ ~:s '\_~c~ 
Mi:Jry Pot Ryon, PhD, RN 
Chairperson 
INA Commission on Human Rights and Ethics 
MPR:lm 
cc: Elaine E. Beletz, EdD, RN, FAAN 
20 North. Wacker Drive • Chicago, Illinois 60606 • (312) 236-9708 
Springfield Office: 810 Myers Building• Springfield, Illinois 62701 • (217) S23-0783 
THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
Collllllittee on Human Rights 
DEFINITIONS 
· 1. "Affirma:tive action, when the term first gained currency in the l 960 1 s 
it meant the removal of 'artificial barriers' to the employment of 
· women and minority group members. Toward the end of that decade, however, 
the term got l,oft. in a Jog of semantics and came out meaning the provision 
of compensatory opportunities for hitherto disadvantaged groups. In a 
formal., legal sense, affirmative action now refers to specific efforts 
to recruit,. hire, and promote disadvantaged groups for the purpose of 
eliminating the present effects of past discrimination." 
Shafritz, Jay M., Dictionary of Personnel Management and Labor Relations. 
1980, p. 7. 
2 ... Ethnic •••• adj. I. Of or pertaining to a social group within a cultural 
and social system that claims or is accorded special status on the basis 
of complex, often variable traits including religious, linguistic, ancestral, 
or physical characteristics. 2. Broadly, characteristic of a religious, 
racial,. national, or cultural group. 3. Pertaining to a people not Christian 
or Jewish; heathen; pagan: 'These are ancient ethnic revels/of a faith long 
since forsaken 1 (Longfellow) ••••• " 
The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language. 1969, p. 450. 
·3. "Race. An etbnical stock; a great division of mankind having in common 
certain distinguishing physical peculiarities constituting a comprehensiire 
class appearing to be derived from a distinct primitive source. A tribal 
or nationa1 stock, a division or subdivision of one of the great racial stocks 
of mankind distinguished by minor peculiarities." 
B1ack's Law Dictionary. Fifth edition. 1979, p. 1132. 
.JF/1s 
12/3/81 
F:c:,~: 'J,'be Encyclopedia of Bioethi.cs., 1978. 
6 2 6 HEALTH CARE; Right to Health-Care Senices 
This shift in emphasis from autonomy to need 
as the basis of certain moral rights requires 
some reformulation of traditional arguments. 
First, need is . an elastic term, varying greatly 
with different persons and situations. Needs may 
be capricious, transient, trivial, and highly iclio-
syncratic. It seems clear that a need as such does 
not generate the right to its satisfaction. Also, 
needs are often satisfied by material goods and 
services, · which may be plentiful, ~te. 
scarce, or nonexistent. Jt seems peculiar to claim 
a right to the plenttftlf O!' to the nonexistent, 
while claim& on the adequate or scarce seem in-
evitably to collapse into arguments over priori-
ties of need. In addition, the aggregate of per-
sonal needs may require satisfaction that would 
be socially inefficient or even damaging. Finally, 
material goods and services are produced by per-
sons who themselves ma~e daiins to their own 
products and their allocation. Great complexity 
is introduced into the theory of rights by these 
features of human need. 
Human rights 
Arguments in favor of natural rights center 
on the notion of autonomy. Those in favor of 
human rights add the notio11 of nL-ed. with the 
cciznplexity noted above. Is it possible, despite 
this complexity, to formulate arguments that 
make the affirmation of economic and social 
rights reasonable and morally compelling? 
There are several prerequisites to any rea-
sonable argument in fovor of social and eco-
nomic rights. First, need must be defined in a 
way that reduces its elasticity. Proponents of 
such rights have attempted to do so by idcntify-
in~ certain human needs as fundamental, such 
a:-. nutrition, housing. and health. While these 
attempts are not altogether satisfactory, they do 
idi:·ntify areas of critical importance for human 
living. Second, limitation of resources, elliciency 
or allocation, and levels of priority are realisti-
cally ret:ognized by asserting that no one person 
or ~roup has an unlimited daim to satisfaction 
, . a:l'ds · ··, only IO -equal opportunities~ within 
: .,dv co1o ,,1tcd sodal institutions. Finally, the 
, , hts th.ti i;ruduccrs of goods and services claim 
<•-er their 1noducts can be acknowledged by sys-
tnns whid1 allow both for fair compensation 
;.,,d for ad. ,1uate and equitable supply. In demo-
<.r.,tic states these variations are effected by reg-
uJ;acd frel: markers. in communist countries by 
c,·11tl'al1y pl.tnned social and economic systems. 
Each of these approaches is conceptually and 
pr:,i:tic:alll problematic. Unlike the hrst four 
phases of the history of rights. in which theo:y 
anticipated practice. current social and eco-
nomic practices almost universally precede lheir 
speculative justification. Various institutions 
have been established that realize. at least par-
tially, social and economic rights. Oddly enough. 
in some nations these rights are more fully ac-
knowledged than lhe traditional civil and po-
litical rights. 
These approaches have several consequences 
for the notion of rights. Social and economic 
rights are much less closely attached to the in-
dividual than civil and political ones. They are 
more susceptible of balancing and rationing in 
their realization. They engender obligations, not 
in all others, as do the civil and political rights. 
but only in those responsible for production and 
allocation of goods and services. They can be 
realized by gr ... dual implementation. Thus. a le-
gal right such as due process implements a moral 
claim that is owed to every individual, as such, 
in every formal and public consideration of bis 
or her case. This right is not to be balanced or 
rationed or gradually implemented but is an ab-
solute. full, and immediate moral recognition of 
one's autonomy as a person_ On the other hand, 
the right to education is conditioned by the po-
tentials of individuals. by availability of teachers 
and materials, by cultural differences. and by 
other social needs. 
It might be said, then, that rights known as 
economic and social are moral claims, made by 
persons or on behalf of persons, that social in-
stitutions be so arranged that material goods and 
services can be obtaint.-d with reasonable effort, 
without detriment to dignity and self-respect and 
in such a way as to promote individual fra'Clom 
and social cooperation. The correlative obliga-
tion is incumbent upon those who command the 
skills for producing these goods and services 2nd, 
more important, on those who hold responsiliil-
itl for the policymaJ.iug and administration of 
social institutions. S<x:ial and economic rights 
mdi:1te and mos: .u: implications of tl 
:c , , .:,ht to be re:.1 J as an autonomou·, 
!· , sou--mediate bet·::•." .Lis necessary to show. 
1 .•• .:ertain empirical ;u .,.aents, how the particu-
1 , . rigl,t. such as he;. ,re or education, d01-s 
i,-: 1te to personal aul,,.,. r11y; more remote bt•. 
C:i1se. unlike civil anti :,,i1tical rights. they mav 
1 .. left unrealized for ••..•• iduals because of m,,-
1. :ial conditions, wiu. HecessariJy disdainin:.:. 
L;dr autonomy as pt:• • , ... -.. 
One author wrttt..-s ot • ,-.:.hts based upon need.: 
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A natural need for some g"'.J as such •.• is al-
ways in suppart of a daJtn to that good. A person 
in need is always "'In a po,.ition'" t.o make a claim. 
t'VL'D when time js DO CfK in the conesponding 
r ~ition to do anJddng abou• it. Such claims. based 
,,n need alone. ate the •rermanent possibilities ot 
m:hts." the natural aeed frnm which rights gtm\'. 
When manifesto WJiteJ:s '"," .J. of them as if already 
~=mal tights. they me easil;· forgiven. for this is bu: 
;t uowerful way of expn-ssi1~ the con\'iction th:it 
,1. ~- ought to be iecogni7• ri '•:• the state here an' 
. ·. as potential rights ;,:,.! consequently :i!l d, 
rerminants of aspiral!OJ1S and guides to 
,,.esem policies [Feinberg. 1a1a~·p. 255J. • 
Whether social and economic rights can be 
called "'human.. rights or only moral rights. 
whether they be called -possi1>illties of rights~ or 
conditional rights. their proclamation does mani-
fest heightened semitlvity to the moral problem 
of being human and living humanly in the con-
temporary world. 
Right [O health 
John Locke, in some passages. added to "life, 
liberty. and property'" two other rights: ·integrity 
of body· and "'freedom from bodily pain." He was 
maintaining. of course. only that all persons 
should be made secure against assaults that 
could damage their health or destroy their lives 
(Locke). 
However. as industrialization and urbaniza-
tion made social living more complex, threats to 
health other than physical assault were posed by 
human agency. although often unknowingly. 
Pollution. crowding. ~creased mobility, and 
woddng conditions constituted health dangers. 
Johann Peter Frank wrote his Complete System 
of Medical Policy (1779-1827). in which com-
prehensive measures for public health were 
detailed. Governments everywhere instituted pro-
grams of water control and sanitation, immuni-
zation and quarantine. food and drug inspection. 
and indu~ safety regulations, as it became 
dear (or was suspected} that conditions in those 
areas threatened health and that single individ-
uals as such could not protect themselves against 
them. Such measures, with the addition of fer-
tilitt control. remain the most important recog-nition of a right to health in its most basic 
sense: a recognition of the autonomy of persons 
within a community of persons (Symposium on 
Human Rights). In England, Sir Edwin Chad-
wick (1800--1890)stimulatcd major reforms in 
sanitation. housing, and labor comlitions. In the 
United States a federal quarantine law was en-
acted in 1796 after several epide:?mic, .--,f yellow 
fever. Congressman . Lyman noted H - passage 
with the remark that "the right to th•' preserva• 
tion of health is inalienable" (Chapm.!i, .md Tal-
madge). The United States soon afttrward es-
tablished the Marine Hospital Service to care for 
sick sailors. Through the ninctC'enth n •,rury pri-
vate and public efforts were made to improvt 
social conditions that affected health i' Hosen ). 
The "right to health,'" then. belOT'«: to the 
natural moral rights as an implicat :. : : of tlw 
right to preservation of life. It consists of mea• 
sures taken by authorlties--to protect a populace: 
from recognized dangers to health that cannot 
be warded off by individual effort. The affirma-
tion of a right in this sense does not detract from 
the importance, sometimes termed a moral duty. 
of the individual's care for his own health, when 
it can be effected by personal behavior. Neither 
does a right to health in this sense prove that an 
indi"idual has a right to medical care, if medical 
care is taken to mean diagnosis and treatment. 
by scientific means, of the illness of an individ-
ual. 
Right to medical care 
In the tradition of Western medicine, medical 
care has be.en provided to individuals either on 
the basis of a contract between physician and a 
patient, or as a matter of religious charity, or 
occasionally as a public welfare benefit. Recently 
medical care for personal illness and disability 
has been asserted to be the subject of a right. This 
implies that neither the monetary considerations 
of a contract, nor charitable benevolence, nor the 
stigma of poverty is the moral basis for medical 
care. The right to medical care affirms that no per- , 
son should lack medical care because of inability ! 
to pay for it. lt implies that there should not b£: '\ 
two systems of care, differing in quality and 
quantity, for those who can pay and those who 
cannot. Further, no person should lack care be-
cause the social, cultural, and geographical or-
ganization of medical care makes it difficult to ,I 
gain access to providers. 
In the late nineteenth century nations began 
to recognize these problems. Beginning in 1883 
Germany, under Chancellor Bismarck. enacted 
broad programs of sickness, accident, and old-
age insurance. Certain nations, such as the Soviet 
Union and the People's Republic of China, have 
dramatically rearranged the structure of medical 
care to overcome these obstacles. Other nations. 
such as Great Britain and Sweden, have modified 
this structure in a variety of ways. The United 
Eunice Cole. R.H. 
President 
American Nurses Association 
2420 Pershing Road 
Kansas City, Missouri 64108 
Dear Ms. Cole: 
January 17, 1985 
Task For:;a ;::~ 
Slack .ir.ti ;,;;.:::::: .- ~- .. : 
Building 60 
· National ln~Htute~ ..i; nz:, :~ 
Bethesda. Maryb~.o ::_:;:~:~. · 
(301) 496-6177 
Earlier this year, the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human 
Services (DHHS) established a Task Force to examine disparities between the 
health status of minority and non-minority Americans. The goal of the Task 
Force is to develop recommendations for ways the Department might direct 
resources to improve the health status of these populations. I am writing 
to seek your assistance in reaching this important goal. 
The Task Force is composed of the leadership of all health and social ser-
vice components within the Department and is currently assessing its own 
programs and resources related to the disparities pinpointed in Health, 
United States, 1983. A copy of the Executive Summary to this document is 
enclosed for your convenience. 
\
To assist in our efforts~ we are seeking information from the non-Federal 
sector on critical issues affecting the health status of minority Americans. 
llbile response is entirely voluntary, we would appreciate your consideration 
of the short list of issues that we have identified as important to our 
mssion. In reviewing the questions presented, any reports, monographs, 
or other documents you may want to share with us will be welcomed as back-
ground .material for your response. The Task Force is eager to assemble any 
information you choose to share with it as soon as possible and would appre-
ciate a response within the next four weeks. If you have sny questions, 
please feel free to call Dr. Katrina Johnson, Study Director for the Task 
Force, who can be reached on 301-496-6177. 
Enclosures· 
Thomas E. Malone, Ph.D. 
Chairman 
THE DISPARITIES OF HEALTH STATUS BETWEEN 
MINORIIY AND NON-MINORITY AMERICANS . .. 
Association: a~-.J r"....uv..,.....,,- au--..-........ c, r ·~ '1. ; _ ,,:- A.I (;I~·~ 
1.<-<-c: ... , l,;~~ ,--:rt.., --7·~ 
Address: cl.'fJ.o y}J.Ad_.,;,,"r a.:.-~ 
~~Al.,,f..l ~ttr, /'Y!.=,. 6'1-10-Y • 
(Please feel free to use additional space or provide supplementary aaterials 
in responding to the following questions.) 
From the pe~spective of your organization, and the people you represent, 
'·-•: -, what are the three most critical healch disparities between non-tainoriey · 
•;;·-:, a1Jd minority Americans? 
)-·I)~~ wijfl..d'.mo4,~ .h.,d/i:,, -
, .. :•_4'/.JJ b-~ A..~ a--~ n. (. udAW"~ J 
;;1 8.) q,, 4 'J'-d'-«.t 
2. For the disparities idencified above. whar appear to be the most signif-' 
icant factors contributing to each dispariey you have identified? (You 11ay · 
wish to consider physiological, cul.tural. or other contributors.) . 
~-..v.dJ k;;~HJ ~-J(.M.1.~ i,,~ i.f.l.dv tMh~ kJJg'~~~ I 
rUi,.,a:. 7 a.c"'4'Vll'.,.~ J._, ... . . . 
;~· ~--'~" ¥ 1-t~ aM.,,,, J.A.c-,.>icWr- ~,.~r,:~~-. 
"·•::{IJ ~--~! -vtv~.,[;', fa~ e.'WP, i;i,~ -~~, 
: . ·,r. l~,:,.t.q.u ,"vt-r.,.£ 4,,,£:~~ 1:,,ev-'-' · 
;_. - 3 • Bighlighti-bg specific examples known to your organization, wbac kinds of 
·. _ bealcb programs in the minority community have been most successful! Vbat 
has been the key element of that success?· 
., ~fuUutv~,i -~eJ-.lxnh.~L-dt,/J a,-~;,~t:-~ 
4,~ fl~ jlrt;utht--4. ~i.u &h~ e-f•~>i>;i;,~rk.J 
&iJJ:«'-ct.O 4{..w.,.o,v «,yt<U ifJ.w. .... J'".r..,J 1,~s) ef."ii.t:, 04.n,,n ~-t,,iJ.b, 
''t _kl., 1Uw-~ .w+ii:L .~~- . 
4. Within t:he confin'es of t:he current Depanment of Health anl. Buman 
Services (DHHS) programs and policies. how might DHBS better address die 
disparity in health status of 11dnorit.y populations? 
i. ti, .Mr~ rr-~-
J. f ai.: a16 i~L 1~ b duu"JP lb~ L,.~~ 
1~ re r-. 
Please return to: Survey Coorclinacor 
Task Force on Black and Minority Bealch 
Building 38A 
tfacional Inaticutes of Health 
Bethesda. Maryland 2020S 
Revised Following Hearing 
AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION 
1980 HOUSE OF DELEGATES 
#52 
Minority Representation in Nursing Education 
(Sponsored by Conmission on Nursing Education} 
WHEREAS, there continues to be minimal representation of minority groups in 
nursing and nursing education, particularly at the baccalaureate and higher 
degree level, 
WHEREAS, this minimal representation reflects the need for increased efforts 
focused on recruitment, retention and graduation of minority persons at the 
baccalaureate and higher degree level, and 
WHEREAS, proposed changes in educational requirements for nurses may have 
significant impact upon minority representation in nursing especially at 
the baccalaureate and higher degree level; therefore be it 
RESOLVED, that the American Nurses 1 Association and its constituents give 
major consideration to the effects that the proposed changes in educational 
requirements for nurses may have on minority representation in nursing, · 
RESOLVED, that the American Nurses' Association establish liaison relation-
ships with various groups representing minority nurses in order to 
facilitate collaboration regarding the educational needs of minorities, 
RESOLVED~ that the American Nurses' Association and its constituents sustain 
their active role in the reaffinnation of their corrmitment to increase the 
nuni>ers of blacks and minorities in the nursing profession by introducing 
new legislation and vigorously supporting legislation which will increase 
recruitment, retention and graduation of minority persons in baccalaureate 
and higher degree programs in nursing, 
RESOLVED, that the American Nurses' Association establish liaison relation-
ships with various educational groups to facilitate the dissemination of 
information and provide support for recruitment of minority persons into 
baccalaureate programs in nursing, 
RESOLVED, that the American Nurses' Association support continued funding 
from multiple sources to assure institutionalization of programs in nursing 
education which are designed to increase minority representation in nursing 
and exert its political power toward securing financial support for black 
and minority institutions, and further be it · 
RESOLVED, that the American Nurses' Association support the development of 
mechanisms for financial assistance for minority students in basic and 
graduate nursing education programs. 
Adopted as Amended by the 1980 House of Delegates 
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